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The Major Label NFT Strategy Will
Focus on Long-Term Revenue
BY MICAH SING L ETO N
The major record companies are gearing up to capitalize on the boom in NFTs — non-fungible tokens —
but they won’t be “putting every song on the blockchain and calling it a day,” an executive tells Billboard.
The NFT market has exploded since late February,
with a slate of high-profile indie artists including
3LAU, Deadmau5, and RAC growing the popularity of digital collectibles in the music industry. But
even now, with major-label acts like Grimes, Shawn
Mendes, and Kings of Leon getting into the mix, Universal Music Group, Warner Music Group and Sony
Music Group are still plotting their NFT strategies in
hopes of maximizing earning potential for themselves
and their artists.
Multiple label sources say while NFTs are important as a newly developing market, they have similar
potential to their gaming and fitness initiatives. Projects in both of those spaces are much further along
than NFTs in generating revenue for the labels and
their artists. Instead of diving headfirst into the market, label execs still trying to understand how NFTs
can become long-term revenue generators, given the
challenges of marketing to paranoid cryptocurrency
collectors who are generally skeptical of corporate

TOTAL
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vendors, while considering risk factors that range
from environmental damage to unauthorized knockoffs that could diminish the value of label-sold goods.
Says one label source: “We don’t want to make $1 million today at the expense of $100 million in a year.”
“We’re very obviously in an NFT bubble right now,
but WMG has been working and investing in this
space for some time,” says Oana Ruxandra, Warner
Music Group chief digital officer and executive vp
business development. “Digital collectibles have the
potential to provide tremendous value to artists while
also enabling fans to engage with their favorite acts
in new and exciting ways. We will continue to work
closely with tech partners and artists to build and
execute as this space continues to grow.”
Multiple label executives agreed that NFTs would
eventually become a standard part of an artists’
release strategy once the market fully develops, but
they also noted the environmental concerns around
“minting” — or creating — NFTs would have to be
addressed before many artists will feel comfortable
releasing NFTs. (Ethereum, the blockchain on which
most NFTs are written, is highly inefficient and
(continued)
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consumes as much power as Ecuador on an
annual basis.)
“I’ve had to get artists to step back and
think, ‘Is this something I want to do?’ “ one
label source says about the environmental
issues around NFTs.
This will likely change in time. A new version of Ethereum that’s designed to be more
energy-efficient has been in development
since 2019, with no firm date to become
widely available. But other NFT platforms
have figured out their own solutions. The
incredibly popular NBA Top Shot — which
is built on the Flow blockchain created by
Dapper Labs, a company Warner Music
Group invested in back in 2019 — doesn’t
have the same energy consumption patterns,
providing hope for near-term solutions.
The potential around platforms based
on more efficient blockchains like Flow has
elicited substantial optimism from label
sources. “Look at Flow as you would iOS.
Ethereum, like Android,” one executive
says, noting that soon developers will build
tools and improve both blockchains similar
to how third-party developers did for the
Apple and Google operating systems that
have dominated mobile devices for a decade.
“Whether records, concert T-shirts,
album artwork or other products, fans have
always wanted to collect items that bring
them closer to their favorite artists and music,” says Celine Joshua, Universal Music
Group’s executive vp commercial & artist

strategy. “The shift in culture, consumer
habits and technology expressed through
this new paradigm of [NFT] ownership
is another step forward in the historical
progression of our artists and labels working
together to harness digital transformation
to create authentic art that can be collected
by fans.”
The feeling across the business is that
while NFTs are hot and exciting now, the
market still has significant maturing to do.
So far, NFTs in the music industry have
been based around digital art, with a few
pure music releases like those from 3LAU, a
longtime proponent of cryptocurrency who
made $11.7 million on an NFT of his threeyear-old album Ultraviolet, and Kings of
Leon, who released their latest album When
You See Yourself, as an NFT that had lackluster sales, which multiple major label
executives pointed to as a cautionary tale.
“What we’re seeing some artists and
management teams do is take what they
were already doing in their traditional business and just try to apply it digitally, and it
doesn’t work, it doesn’t connect,” one major
label source notes, “And you saw that in
Kings of Leon.” A source was also quick to
note that fans shouldn’t expect every song to
become an NFT.
Another executive compared the gap
between the current NFT landscape and
where they hope the space will end up to
the gulf between Napster and Spotify. Both

services allowed users to listen to music,
but it wasn’t until Spotify arrived in the U.S.
a decade after Napster that real revenue
started to appear from the format. “There is
definitely something missing in the ecosystem, you’re going to see an enormous
amount of change and we’re hoping to drive
some of that,” the label source says. “I actually don’t think that what’s going to work is
what we’re seeing today.”
There’s no guarantee the moves the labels
will make in the NFT market will pay off.
NFTs from major artists like Kings of Leon
and The Weeknd have earned around $2
million each, a small sum in comparison
to the $11.7 million earned by 3LAU — an
independent artist — for his NFT album.
Both early adopters and label sources agree
that the NFT market is in a bubble, and the
money earned by 3LAU is likely unrepeatable, which means a successful major label
NFT release moving forward may fetch far
less.
And there’s also the current NFT community to consider, which by all accounts
isn’t that fond of traditional power brokers.
“I don’t think the people that are collecting these [NFTs] are going to buy them
from a record label, I’ll tell you that,” 3LAU
told Billboard in an interview in March, noting that the NFT community is eager to support individual creators, not corporations.
“If the record label does [NFTs] without the
artist’s permission, I don’t think that the
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On April 24th, Billboard will publish its annual
International Power Players list. This issue
will profile the leaders in the global music
industry including the label executives,
concert promoters, managers, talent
agents and lawyers, and recognize their
achievements. Advertise and congratulate
this year’s International Power Players to
reach an influential audience of
decision-makers worldwide.
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how to be prepared.
Are You Eligible?
The SVOG is intended to help live performance venue operators and promoters,
performing arts organizations, theatrical
producers, talent representatives, motionpicture theatre operators and non-profit
museums. Subsidiaries of these organizations can also be eligible. Businesses that fall
under those categories must have been fully
operational as of Feb. 29, 2020 and planning to continue operations in the future.
The business will need to have lost more
than 25% of its gross revenue year-overyear based on 2020 vs. 2019. If a venue was
not operational for all of 2019, it can still be
eligible based on its revenue from the time it
was open.
How Will Awards Be Prioritized?
The applications open today at Noon ET
and the SBA has said they expected the first
phase of recipients to receive funds later
in April. The first 14 days of funds being allocated will go to businesses for which total
revenue from April 1, 2020 through Dec.
31, 2020 was 10% or less of their 2019 gross
revenue for the same period. Essentially,
those hit the hardest will get funded the
quickest. Following the initial two weeks,
entities for which total revenue between
April 1, 2020 through Dec. 31, 2020 was 30%
or less of their 2019 gross revenue for the
same period will have priority to apply for
the following two weeks (days 15-28 of applications being open).
After four weeks of application acceptance by the SBA, any eligible entity can
apply for an initial grant. At least 20% of
the federal allocation funds will be held for
grants submitted after the first 28 days.
After these rounds of applications, businesses will also be able to apply for supplemental grants if funds still remain. A second
grant equal to 50% of the initial grant
amount may be awarded to entities still
experiencing 70% earned revenue loss when
comparing the first quarter of 2021 with the
first quarter of 2019. Businesses are eligible
for a maximum of $10 million split between
initial and supplemental grants.
The SBA said it will service applications
on a first-come, first-served basis. All entities, regardless of where they fall in priority,

can begin submitting applications through
the SBA’s portal today; the administration
will then prioritize each entity.
What You Need To Apply?
The SBA states that those wanting to
apply for the SVO grants are required to
register in the federal government’s System for Award Management (SAM). The
registration will collect information such as
taxpayer identification numbers, certifications, banking information and more. In order to register for SAM, entities will need to
go here to get a D-U-N-S number, which is a
unique nine-digit identification number for
each physical location of a business. D-U-NS number assignments are free and required
for contracts or grants with the Federal
government. New D-U-N-S numbers can be
created in a day and requires documentation
such as Secretary of State articles of incorporation, taxpayer identification confirmation letter, lease agreement or others.
Following SAM registration, entities are
required to submit a notarized letter to
the Federal Service Desk within 60 days.
Venues seeking SVO grant money should
prep their SAM accounts ahead of time
since registration can take up to 7-10 days
for the government to validate.On March
5, the SBA also released a preliminary application checklist for venues looking to
apply. Located on the SBA’s website, the
checklist outlines that all applicants will
need a written state of need and assurance,
corporate documents, government issued
photo ID, employee list with job titles and
employment states such as full or part time,
and a tax-exempt letter if the business is a
non-profit.
Financial documents needed for the
application will include 2019 and 2020 tax
returns and quarterly income statements.
The SBA will also require payroll statements
covering Feb. 29, 2020, and a copy of the
most recent audited financial statements
from 2019.
Live venues and promoters will need to
prepare floor plans and documents showing
that the venue has audio mixing equipment,
a lighting rig and a public address system.
Venue operators will also need to show marketing material with event titles and ticket
prices and box office/ticketing reports that

provide date, ticket price and the number of
tickets sold.
Talent representatives will need to provide examples of contracts with the talent
they represent and venues they have worked
with. A roster of individuals or acts represented between 2019 and 2020 will also be
required.
Applicants must be prepared to
state whether or not they’ve reopened for
business, or when they plan to reopen,
in order to receive funds. Businesses also
need to provide details on how they plan
to use the funds they’re asking for. Venues
should seek to be as precise as possible,
since the SBA designates what the funds
can be used for and will only overlook about
10% of funds being shuffled to other eligible
categories.
To meet IRS requirements, a
unique SVOG 4506-T is also required for
the SVOG application and you can find that
fillable document at www.sba.gov/svogrant under Supplemental Documents.
What Can the Grant Be Used For?
Funds received through the SVOG can
be used for payroll costs, rent payments,
utility payments, mortgage payments, debt
payments, worker protection expenditures,
payments to independent contractors not
exceeding $100,000 per contractor, administrative costs, operating leases, insurance
payments, costs associated with putting on
shows and ordinary business costs, including maintenance.
The funds cannot be used to buy real
estate, make payments to loans originated
after Feb. 15, 2020, make investments or
loans or make contributions to any political
party or candidate.
Will The SBA Be Following Up on How
Grant Money Was Used?
Yes. Grantees are required to retain
employment records for four years following their receipt of a grant and retain all
other records for three years. In the case of
fraud, the SBA may seek the repayment of
funds, initiate legal action to collect funds,
add individuals or an organization to the
“Do Not Pay List” or refer the grantee to the
inspector general.
When Can You Apply For Supplemental Funding?
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PRIMARY WAVE 15TH ANNIVERSARY
On April 24, Billboard will salute Primary Wave Music on its 15th
anniversary.
Founded in 2006, Primary Wave Music is home to some of the
most iconic songwriters and artists across the history of recorded
music including Bob Marley, Stevie Nicks, Frankie Valli & the Four
Seasons, Smokey Robinson, Whitney Houston, Burt Bacharach,
Olivia Newton-John, and many more.
With offices in New York, Los Angeles, Austin, Nashville and
London, Primary Wave Music has embraced an entrepreneurial
spirit, offering and executing proactive one-of-a-kind ideas,
unique services and marketing campaigns for our artists. Primary
Wave has earned a stellar reputation for being forward thinking
and re-introducing classic artists and their music into the modern
marketplace as well as nurturing young talent to become legends
themselves. This success is based upon their team of seasoned
and creative executives collaboratively working together closely
with our artists as partners. As a company, Primary Wave strives
for excellence in the pursuit of iconic artists and catalogs that not
only reflect great artistry, but moments of culture.
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That is a whole other application, literally.
Once second (70% or more of revenue lost
in 2020) and third (25% or more of revenue
lost in 2020) priority venues are awarded,
entities can apply for supplemental funds
from the SVOG. Supplemental funds will be
determined by whatever amount of the $16
billion fund is left after the initial phases
of awards are complete. If the $16 billion is
exhausted in the first three categories, entities can still apply for supplemental funds to
compensate for 2021 losses.
“The SBA intends to issue $0 placeholder supplemental awards that could
subsequently be modified to add funds in
the event Congress appropriates additional
monies for the program,” a lawyer working
on the SVOG said during the webinar. He
added that supplemental grants will be a
separate application from the initial phases.
Applications for the SVOG will be accepted
until the fund runs out.

Eliah Seton Joins
SoundCloud as
President
BY TATIANA CIRISANO

Y

esterday, Eliah Seton announced
his exit from Warner Music
Group, where he had served as
president of independent music
and creator services since February 2019.
Now, the executive has revealed his next
move: He’s joining SoundCloud as president.
SoundCloud announced the appointment
today (April 8), and it is effective May 1. In
his new role, Seton will manage the streaming service’s business strategy, oversee
content partnerships and business development, lead mergers and acquisitions and
take over the company’s distribution and
artist services businesses, Repost by SoundCloud and Repost Select. He will continue
to be based in New York, reporting directly
to SoundCloud CEO Michael Weissman.
“Eliah’s passion for music and his innovative spirit combined with his deep industry
experience in delivering world class services

to the global music community is exactly the
expertise and mindset that will help transform SoundCloud into the leading music
entertainment company,” Weissman said. “I
couldn’t be more excited to work with Eliah,
an extraordinarily skilled business executive
and wonderful person, to forge our company’s strategic path, deepen our artist and
industry relationships, and create even more
opportunities for artists to grow and earn
throughout their careers on SoundCloud.”
In his previous role at WMG, Seton oversaw its distribution arm for independent
artists ADA Worldwide along with Asylum
Records, Level and Arts Music. ADA, where
he served as president since 2015, more than
tripled in size under his leadership, expanding to a global services company with teams
across Latin America, Asia and Europe.
Seton, who is a regular on multiple Billboard Power lists, also served as co-chair of
WMG’s Diversity Council and head of the
company’s LGBTQ+ affinity group.
“I am so excited to partner with Mike and
the team in helping to lead the future of this
iconic business,” Seton said. “SoundCloud
has always been on the cutting edge of innovation and is simply the gold standard for
independence in music. The possibilities
for SoundCloud and for artists, labels and
entrepreneurs everywhere are endless, and
I am proud to join this extraordinary team
and community.”
Seton will also be responsible for developing strategic initiatives to accelerate SoundCloud’s status as a “next-generation music
entertainment company,” according to the
press release, as the independent artist sector continues to grow. Last month, SoundCloud — home to more than 250 million
tracks and 30 million creators — became the
first major streaming service to implement
a so-called “user-centric” payment system,
which will pay independent artists based
on the revenue generated by individual fans
(not how many streams the artist accrues
compared with the overall pie, as Spotify
and other streamers operate).
The company has been staffing up
since former CEO Kerry Trainor announced plans to step down in December.
Weissman took over as CEO on January 1, and First Look Media’s Drew Wil-

son was named SoundCloud’s new COO
and CFO effective April 1.

Warner Music
Latin America
President Iñigo
Zabala to Depart
at End of 2021:
Exclusive
BY LEILA COBO

I

ñigo Zabala, the longtime president
of Warner Music Latin America &
Iberia, is stepping down at the end of
2021 after more than 30 years with the
company, Billboard has learned. He will then
remain on as a consultant for the company
through 2022.
“Iñigo Zabala is planning to step down
from his current role at the end of the
year, but we’re pleased that he’s agreed to
continue to work with us beyond that as an
independent consultant,” a Warner spokesperson confirmed. “We’ll be announcing
news of his successor in due course.”
News of Zabala’s departure, delivered this
morning to Warner staff, came as a surprise
to many in the Latin music industry, where
Zabala is highly regarded by executives and
artists alike. Outwardly, at least, there had
been no indication that he was planning
on leaving the company nor are there any
credible leads on who could replace him,
although it is speculated that it would be
someone from one of the other majors.
Originally signed to Warner in Spain
when he was the keyboardist and founding
member of successful rock band La Union,
Zabala remained with the band as a recording artist for several years before becoming
an executive in Warner Spain’s A&R department. He rose through the ranks and in 2001
was named president of Warner Music Latin
America, replacing Andre Midani.
“Having been in a band gave me the
background to understand how an artist
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NOEL SCHAJRIS 20TH
ANNIVERSARY TRIBUTE
Latin Grammy winner, singer, songwriter and pianist Noel
Schajris, has sold more than 25 million records and 1
million tickets since his first solo album 20 years ago, some
of his songs and albums had been appeared at the
Billboard’s top ten charts. He has earned international
success with the legendary duet Sin Bandera where he
and Leonel Garcia created some of the biggest hits in
Spanish music history.
His music videos have more than 700 million views and his
social media includes 9.5 million followers from more than
15 countries. As a recording artist, he has sung duets with
John Legend, Brian Mcknight, Luis Fonsi, and Reik, just to
name a few.
In 2020 he released the unique web www.NoelSchajris.fan
which includes an online store, a fan subscription service
and online shows . Mr. Schajris is considered to be one of
the most important and celebrated artists in Latin music.
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thinks,” Zabala told Billboard at the time of
his appointment.
Zabala was instrumental in signing stars
like Miguel Bosé and Alejandro Sanz and
was a key player in the success of rock band
Maná. Most recently, he signed Myke Towers to his first major label deal. The young
Puerto Rican star has already placed top 10s
on Billboard’s Global Excl U.S. chart and
collaborated on Selena Gomez’s new album.
“They have been fantastic years,” said
Zabala, reached on his cellphone in Madrid,
where he flew in this week. “I leave an outstanding team of artists and executives. My
intention is to remain in the music world
and I will announce my future plans as soon
as I can.”
Zabala also leaves a particularly diverse
team of artists and executives. Warner is
the only U.S. Latin company with a female
managing director, Gaby Martinez, who
has been at her post for over a decade. The
company’s operations in Chile, Peru and
Colombia are also led by women.

Want To Throw
a Dance Festival
in 2021? These
Producers Have a
Blueprint
BY KATIE BAIN

W

ith light at the end of the
tunnel, September 2021
is shaping up to look and
feel very different than the
pandemic-stricken September 2020. But for
the founders of the New York-based Elements festival, both points in time will still
be characterized by dancing.
Last summer and fall, Elements made
headlines by hosting a pair of “open-air
retreats” called In My Elements, after its
flagship Memorial Day weekend event was
forced to cancel. Hosting crowds of just a
few hundred, In My Elements advertised a
safe (if small) festival experience made pos-

sible by a two-part testing system in which
all guests were required to be tested for
Covid-19 ahead of the event, and then again
when arriving onsite. In My Elements reported that no new cases of Covid occurred
as a result of either event.
Now, with these pair of events serving as
proof of concept, Elements founders Brett
Herman and Tim Monkiewicz are ready to
scale (back) up.
This September, they’ll host Elements
on a 150-acre property in Lakewood, Penn.,
where the festival has taken place for the
last several years. During a non-Covid year,
Herman and Monkiewicz would expect
a crowd of between 5,000 and 8,000, and
although they cite “a ton of interest” around
the fest (the first two tiers of tickets are
already sold out), they’re not yet sure how
many people they can safely accommodate.
Pennsylvania currently requires outdoor
events such as Elements to operate at 50%
of maximum occupancy, regardless of venue
size and only if attendees and workers are
able to comply with the six-foot physical
distancing requirement. All guests will be
required to either show proof of vaccination
or take part in the two-part testing system.
With California’s Lightning In a Bottle
and Canada’s Shambhala both canceled this
year, Elements is one of the few independent dance festivals remaining on the 2021
calendar. The heavyweight lineup includes
Diplo, Bob Moses, Griz, Chris Lake, J.
Worra, Clozee, Claude VonStroke and more.
Here, Herman and Monkiewicz discuss the daunting task of bringing a dance
festival back during the late stages of the
pandemic.
At what point did you feel comfortable
enough with current circumstances to
decide to pull the trigger on your next
show?
Monkiewicz: This is the second time
we’ve rescheduled. We wanted to keep hope
up, and it was really only until February
that we saw the tides turning enough– there
was an end in site with regards to vaccines,
testing availability. Now [a month and a half
later], things are only trending in the right
direction, and we hope that continues.
Why does this September feel like
the right moment? Are you banking on

people being largely vaccinated by that
time?
Herman: All government indication seems
to say that everyone who wants to be vaccinated can be by July or August at the latest.
With our safety plan, we announced that in
order to enter the festival, you would either
need vaccine verification, or we would do
our proven two-part COVID testing system
where you have to have a two-part PCR test
within a few days and then a rapid test on
site. At this point we feel like everyone who
wants a [vaccine] can get one, but if you
choose not to get one, at least you have that
option.
Your events last July and September
had a pretty robust protocol system that
sounds like it worked well. How much
of that system will be in place for this
September?
Monkiewicz: It will be hard to give exact
specifics until closer to the date, because
technology is constantly improving. Every
month that goes by more data comes out on
the best practices and protocols. So we’re
going to use the best technology available,
whether that be a breathalyzer, an antigen
or rapid PCR test, in the best methodology
that public health officials recommend. I
wish I could say exactly what that looks like
at this point, but that was what we did in
October — we used the best methodology
we could figure out.
You’ve got a fairly massive lineup. Was
it hard to put together, or were artists
eager to play?
Herman: There’s definitely a lot of fatigue
in the industry, everyone has rebooked
their festivals three or four times. It’s crazy.
People are just exhausted. It’s tough, doing
the same thing over and over again and no
one is really getting paid enough.
I would say that people were eager to
play. They were stoked to see that we did
[events] last year. I think of any festival,
we had an easier time [booking a lineup]
because we had all this testing and this new
company with medical doctors and [other
protocol experts]. It was a super small-scale
event, but doing all of that, seeing how it
went and working out all the kinks was a
really smart thing, because now agents, artists and management are all really confident
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that we will pull off the safest festival possible. There’s been a lot more camaraderie
this time around, and it’s been a really nice
feeling to feel that we’re on the same team,
even though they’re trying to get more
money for their client and I’m trying to get
them for cheaper.
Did you have any difficulty with hiring
vendors like food, sanitation and insurance?
Herman: I think everyone really wants to
work with us. When they saw what we did
last year, obviously everyone’s looking for
work. We’re getting a lot of vendors from
bigger events like Coachella that are iffy,
and they’re hitting us up and saying “Hey,
we saw what you did last year, and we know
you’re going to happen; let’s work together.”
That’s a nice feeling.
When you saw Ultra cancel in March,
Coachella cancel in April and Lightning
in a Bottle cancel in May, did it have any
bearing on your expectations for this
September?
Monkiewicz: Running an event at our size
versus running an event like Coachella, it’s
really two different animals. In a way it’s
been a good time to be small and boutique.
We’re watching out for industry best practices, but really trying to develop our own.
I think we have a little bit more latitude in
doing so than some of these larger, more
institutional events may have.
What feedback are you getting? It
sounds like the interest is there from fans
and artists. Are people grateful you’re
giving them something to do?
Herman: I think a lot of people were
grateful for the stuff we did last year. They
said that this year they felt like they could
buy a ticket with confidence because of
what we did last year.
Have you gotten any backlash from
people who think it’s too soon for a festival?
Herman: It was July of 2020 when we
first tried to do an extremely small minifestival, In My Elements, and it was a tense
time, to say the least. A lot of people were
very happy that we were trying to do things
as safely as possible. A lot of people felt it
was unsafe to do anything under any circumstances. For the September and October

events, things have largely trended very
positive after the success of the first one.
We do believe there is a way to hold large
events safely. I think trust has grown over
the last year and also the understanding of
where we’re at as understanding of the pandemic has grown. People need the festival
culture. They need nightlife. These are essential aspects of gathering in a society that
we have been deprived of. Very few people
in living memory know what that feels like.
Festival production in and of itself is
already a stressful endeavor, and considerations around the pandemic certainly
must add an increased level of worry.
Why is it worth it to do this?
Herman: If anything, the general stress
of doing events for the last 12 years has prepared us for the ultimate stress of a pandemic. Getting to where we’ve gotten thus far
has been because of our confidence in our
ability to problem solve and tackle whatever
comes in our way. So yeah, it’s absolutely
draining, but if anything I believe it’s all just
been training for greater challenges.

CTM & Outlander
Team to Acquire
$1B in Music
Assets, Starting
With TEN Music’s
Songs
BY COLIN STUTZ

C

TM — Andre de Raaff’s music
publishing and master rights
administration company — has
acquired the publishing assets
of the Stockholm-based Ten Music Group,
which consists of a 1,000 plus song portfolio includes titles by Rihanna, Shakira, and
Panic! At The Disco. Terms of the deal were
not disclosed.
CTM was backed in the acquisition by
the Outlander Fund, a seemingly new fund
launched by Les Ware, a Dallas-based

intellectual property lawyer and investor.
According to an announcement, this deal
represents the first acquisition for what
they dubbed the CTM Outlander Music LLP
in a strategic alliance between CTM and
Outlander Fund, with the goal of acquiring
$1 billion in music assets over the next five
years.
“We are thrilled about our relationship
with Outlander and its principals’ proven
investment savvy, and look forward to many
profitable acquisitions with Outlander,”
CTM Entertainment CEO de Raaff, who
built and then sold Imagem for $550 million
to Concord in 2017, said in a statement.
The seller of the publishing assets, Ola
Håkansson, founder of TEN Music Group,
said in a statement: “We are convinced that
the new partnership between Outlander
and CTM, together with André and CTM’s
longstanding experience and reputation in
music publishing, will provide a great new
home for TEN’s publishing catalogue.”
According to the plans of the new investment vehicle, the music assets that the new
investment vehicle will look at possibly
using songs and likenesses for creating and
trading non-fungible tokens (NFTs).
“We have carefully studied the music IP
market for some time now; and we have
been managing intellectual property for
the past 30 years and believe that the time
has come to bring our expertise to bear on
the music industry,” Outlander managing
principals Les Ware said in a statement.
“Technology is changing the music market
very rapidly and we have the deep expertise necessary to navigate and profit from
these changes. The TEN acquisition fits our
strategic goals and serves as a robust foundation for our fund’s music acquisitions. In
cooperation with André we trust that this is
the first of many, many purchases.”
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Wrestling With
Bad Bunny: WWE
Friends (and
Foes) Sound Off
Ahead of His
Wrestlemania
Match
BY LUIS GOMEZ

“B

ro, I’m shaking.”
That’s what WWE
Superstar Damian Priest
says Bad Bunny confessed to him backstage as they waited to
appear on screen at WWE’s Royal Rumble
event in January. It wasn’t the sentiment
you’d expect from a world-famous Latin
music star who had performed during the
Super Bowl halftime show a year earlier, but
it made sense. It’s not every day you get to
live out your childhood dream.
Bunny had watched wrestling religiously
since he was a kid in Puerto Rico, and now
he was set to make his debut as an onscreen character at one of WWE’s biggest
shows of the year. Priest could relate. The
leather-clad big man would also begin his
run on WWE’s main roster that night in St.
Petersburg, Fla.
“We were both a little rocky beforehand
in the back,” Priest says. “I think laughing
about how nervous we were kind of eased
our nerves.”
Priest has become Bunny’s closest friend
in WWE both on and off screen. Now, he’ll
be watching closely as “El Conejo Malo”
readies for another WWE milestone, fighting The Miz at Wrestlemania, which this
year airs live from Tampa April 10 and 11 on
NBC’s Peacock streaming service.
WWE trainer and on-screen authority figure Adam Pearce, along with WWE superstar Drew Gulak were tasked with training
Bunny for his match. And they admit they
had some initial skepticism.

“I think it was intimidating for him, like
it would be for any new prospect walking
into the WWE Performance Center,” Pearce
says of Bunny’s first day at WWE’s Orlando
training facility. “I saw him looking around
and marveling at the pictures and ring, like
‘Man, this is real.’” It got even more real
when Bunny took his first “bump,” which is
wrestling parlance for a fall onto the mat or
ground. “I read somewhere that a backward
fall onto a mat feels like a 30 mile-per-hour
car crash. That first one, [Bunny’s] eyes got
wide and his soul leaped out of his chest,”
says Pearce.
Pearce says Bunny began his training
after the holidays, and usually hits the ring
a couple times a week — except for the
few weeks that he missed in March. But
he had a valid excuse for his absence, one
that Pearce had never heard in his quarter
century in wrestling: Bunny was nominated
for a Grammy (which he won) and would be
performing at the ceremony.
Bunny’s transition to wrestling hasn’t
been seamless. But Pearce has been impressed with Bunny’s persistence and how
seriously he takes the craft. “When you take
your first steps in any journey, you’re going
to goof up. And that happened,” Pearce says.
“I wanted to look him in the eye and see
how he was going to react to that kind of
thing. He’s competitive with himself. But
he never quits. He always says, ‘Let’s do
it again.’ He’s all in. You can’t teach that.”
(Bunny, through his representative, declined
to take part in this story.)
Pearce, along with Gulak, prepared Bunny
for his now-viral jump off the top rope at
the Royal Rumble. He says Bunny must have
practiced the move a hundred times. While
Pearce acknowledges that Bunny’s left foot
slipped upon take-off due to a sweaty top
rope, as sometimes happens, he was proud
to see Bunny still hit his targets outside the
ring.
“I gave him a hug [afterward],” Pearce
says. “He was smiling from ear to ear. He
has told me personally this was a dream for
him. And that was step one in making his
dream a reality.”
Not as excited for Bunny was The Miz
— at least not publicly. The MTV Real
World star-turned-two-time-WWE Champ

was one of two wrestlers on the receiving end of Bunny’s splash, along with his
right-hand-man John Morrison. The Miz
wrecked Bunny’s DJ’s turntables earlier that
night, after Bunny turned down his offer
to collaborate on music, which set up their
storyline.
“It wasn’t fun. I wasn’t like ‘Yay, Bad
Bunny jumped on me,’” says The Miz, partially staying in character. “[WWE] made a
T-shirt out of it. And by the way, that T-shirt
is one of the best-selling WWE T-shirts in
the last couple years. I’ve been trying to get
a T-shirt that sells really well for years. And
the one I’m on is Bad Bunny jumping on me?
Fantastic…”
As nice of a bonus as T-shirt sales are,
nothing tops the mainstream media coverage and massive social media following that
Bunny has brought to the table. It’s why a
niche form of entertainment like WWE is so
enamored with incorporating celebrities.
But no celeb has carried the WWE flag
like Bunny has. This is a Billboard charttopping artist who has a song named after
Booker T — which he performed at the
Rumble — and music videos featuring the
aforementioned former WWE Champ
and fellow wrestling legends Ric Flair and
“Stone Cold” Steve Austin.
And then there was Saturday Night Live.
Bunny was the musical guest five days after
winning the WWE 24/7 Championship, and
showed off his new title during his “Te Deseo Lo Mejor” performance — just because.
“Everybody [in the locker room] thought
that was so cool,” Priest says. “He didn’t
have to do that. He knew it would put eyes
on our product.”
There were conflicting reports about
whether or not Bunny was well-received in
the WWE locker room, as the screen time
he takes up is screen time taken from other
wrestlers. Priest insists that Bunny is wellliked in the back, and has shown nothing but
respect and admiration for his peers.
In fact, being the wrestling fanboy that
he is, sometimes Bunny has to temper that
admiration. “I see it all the time,” Priest says,
laughing. “He’ll see somebody and be mesmerized. I know he was excited to talk to
Randy Orton at the last Raw. But he’s mostly
quiet and doesn’t want to intrude.”
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The Miz, ever the heel, wasn’t as willing
to call Bunny a beloved figure in the locker
room. He preferred to lean into the idea that
his Wrestlemania opponent is resented for
holding other wrestlers back.
“Superstars work their entire life to get
a Wrestlemania match,” Miz says, again
partially in character. “This guy comes in a
couple months ago and is now going against
one of the most decorated superstars ever
at Wrestlemania? I’m not just doing this for
me. I’m doing this for every superstar who
isn’t on the Wrestlemania card — the ones
whose spot he took. He thinks he’s going to
waltz in and embarrass me, but that’s not
going to happen. You step into my ring, you
are going to get hurt.”
The Miz isn’t the only one talking a big
game. After months of training Bunny,
Pearce proudly feels his most famous
student “is going to surprise the WWE Universe” and says fans “haven’t seen anything
yet.” But what happens after the ref counts
to three, and a victorious Miz or Bunny
gets his arm raised by the referee? Will Bad
Bunny continue to live out his lucha libre
dreams — or does he go back to his day job
as one of the world’s biggest pop stars?
“I don’t know,” Pearce says. “I don’t think
this guy has a pause button. If he’s interested in continuing in sports entertainment,
I can’t see any reason why we wouldn’t want
to have him.”

Twitch Sets Policy
to Address Severe
Off-Service
Misconduct
BY TRILBY BERESFORD

T

witch on Wednesday outlined a
policy to address “severe misconduct” that happens off-service,
but still impacts the community of
gamers and streamers.
“Our current guidelines state that in some
serious cases where there is available, verifiable evidence, we may take action against

users for hateful conduct or harassment that
occurs off Twitch services — meaning on
social media, other online services, or even
offline — when directed at members of the
Twitch community,” wrote the Amazonowned company in a blog post.
In expanding this approach, Twitch “will
now enforce against serious offenses that
pose a substantial safety risk to the Twitch
community, even if these actions occur
entirely off Twitch.”
Examples of these include “behaviors
[that] represent some of the most egregious
types of physical and psychological harm,”
noted the blog post, such as deadly violence
and violent extremism, terrorist activities or
recruiting, explicit and credible threats of
mass violence, leadership or membership in
a hate group, carrying out or acting as an accomplice to non-consensual sexual activities
and/or sexual assault, sexual exploitation
of children, and actions that would compromise the physical safety of the Twitch
community.
When someone is harassed on the platform as well as off, Twitch will “take into
account verifiable, off-service behaviors or
statements” that relate to an incident that
took place on the service.
“While this policy is new, we have taken
action historically against serious, clear
misconduct that took place off service,
but until now, we didn’t have an approach
that scaled,” wrote the company in its
blog. “These investigations are vastly more
complex and can take significant time and
resources to resolve. We have access to the
relevant data about activity that occurs on
the Twitch service, which enables us to
investigate reports and enforce our policies.
For behaviors that take place off Twitch,
we must rely more heavily on law enforcement and other services to share relevant
evidence before we can move forward.”
In order to effectively carry out the policy,
Twitch will be employing a third-party law
firm to support its internal team with investigations. Additionally, a dedicated email address has been created for anyone to report
“egregious, off-service misconduct.”
Last December, Twitch introduced a
new hateful conduct and harassment policy
designed to combat toxic behavior, putting

specific emphasis on the impact of words
and actions, as well as a safety team in place
to examine the content of statements and
actions to determine if they violate guidelines.
Earlier in 2020, a number of people
came forward with stories of mistreatment
in the gaming industry, culminating in a
“Twitch blackout” in January where many
live-streamers chose not to stream on the
platform in solidarity with those who raised
concerns and accusations.
In November, former Microsoft exec
Angela Hession was hired to lead trust and
safety at the company, overseeing community policies to make the platform safer and
more inclusive.
“Strong communities are built on trust,
and we are putting in place a rigorous process to enable us to conduct investigations
thoroughly, equitably, and with sensitivity,”
Twitch wrote in its Wednesday blog post.
“We will only take action when there is
evidence, which may include links, screenshots, video of off-Twitch behavior, interviews, police filings or interactions, that
have been verified by our law enforcement
response team or our third party investigators.”
This article was originally published
by The Hollywood Reporter.

Bill Owens, Dolly
Parton’s Uncle and
Musical Mentor
Dies at 85
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

C

ountry songwriter Bill Owens,
who was a mentor and early songwriting partner to his niece Dolly
Parton and helped start her
career in country music, has died. He was
85. Parton’s publicist confirmed his death
on Wednesday, and Parton wrote a lengthy
eulogy for her uncle, saying “I wouldn’t be
here if he hadn’t been there.”
Owens helped Parton at the age of 10
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get her first radio performance on the “Cas
Walker Farm and Home Hour” radio show
in Knoxville, Tennessee. He encouraged her
to practice her guitar and often drove her to
local shows where she could perform.
“It’s really hard to say or to know for
sure what all you owe somebody for your
success,” Parton wrote of her uncle. “But I
can tell you for sure that I owe Uncle Billy
an awful lot.” They wrote songs together,
including Parton’s very first single “Puppy
Love,” which came out in 1959 when Parton
was just 13. Owens eventually started taking
her to Nashville to pitch songs to record
labels and publishing companies.
Owens and Parton were signed as songwriters by Fred Foster, a legendary country producer, to his publishing company
Combine Music, and Foster signed Parton as
an artist to his Monument Records label in
1965. Parton and Owens wrote the song “Put
It Off Until Tomorrow,” which would become a top 10 hit for Bill Phillips. Parton is
also singing backup vocals in that recording.
It was named BMI song of the year in 1966.
Phillips would also record another song they
wrote called “The Company You Keep.”
Owens wrote songs recorded by Loretta
Lynn, Porter Wagoner, Ricky Skaggs and
Kris Kristofferson. He was also a touring
musician and backed up Parton in her early
years in Nashville. Owens also worked
at Parton’s Dollywood theme park as a
performer and his passion was restoring
the native chestnut tree to the Great Smoky
Mountains region. Parton said that he and
his wife Sandy planted 70,000 trees on Dollywood property over his lifetime.
“He was funny, friendly and generous,”
Parton said. “He always had a kind word for
everybody and gave good advice to young
people starting in the business.”

Diddy Elicits
Torrent of Twitter
Responses
After Posting
Open Letter
to Corporate
America
BY GIL KAUFMAN

S

ean “Diddy” Combs unleashed a
torrent of Twitter responses after
the Revolt TV founder posted
an open letter to corporate
America demanding that it pay Black creators what they are owed.
“When confronted by the leaders of several Black-owned media companies, General
Motors (GM) listed my network, REVOLT,
as an example of the Black-owned media it
supports,” Diddy wrote in the lengthy op-ed
in which he noted that Revolt receives ad
revenue from the car maker, but does not
consider that an example of success.
“Instead, REVOLT, just like other Blackowned media companies, fights for crumbs
while GM makes billions of dollars every
year from the Black community,” he continued in the missive entitled “If You Love
Us, Pay Us: A Letter From Sean Combs to
Corporate America.”
“Exposing GM’s historic refusal to fairly
invest in Black-owned media is not an assassination of character, it’s exposing the way
GM and many other advertisers have always
treated us,” Combs added. “No longer can
Corporate America manipulate our community into believing that incremental progress
is acceptable action.”
Diddy claimed that corporations such as
GM have “exploited” Black culture, “undermined our power and excluded Black entrepreneurs from participating in the value
created by Black consumers,” noting that
while brands spent $239 billion on advertising in 2019, less than 1% of that was invested

in Black-owned media companies. He also
claimed that of the $3 billion GM spent on
ads, Revolt estimates only $10 million was
invested in Black-owned media.
“Like the rest of Corporate America, General Motors is telling us to sit down, shut
up and be happy with what we get,” Combs
wrote. At press time it was unclear what
inspired the impassioned note, which ended
with Combs demanding that corporate
America reinvest an equitable percentage
of what it takes out of the Black community
back in. “If the Black community represents 15% of your revenue, Black-owned
media should receive at least 15% of the
advertising spend,” he said.
In a statement shared with Billboard, a
spokesperson for the carmaker noted that
despite Combs’ claims in his open letter,
“GM spends significantly less that $3 billion
annually on advertising.” In addition, the
company says it plans to increase its media
spend with Black-owned media over the
next four years, and to go beyond advertising and sponsorships to include investments
and more.
“General Motors is committed to partnering with minority-owned media organizations, including Black-owned media companies. In 2021, for example, we doubled
our spend with Black-owned media groups
to 2%,” read GM’s response in part. “We
will increase our spend with this important
segment to 4% in 2022, and will continue to
grow our spend thereafter with a target of
8% by 2025.”
Combs’ forceful call for empowerment
and investment, however, elicited a torrent
of equally intense responses on Twitter
that Combs may not have anticipated. In a
flood of sharp-edged tweets, users pointed
to long-standing allegations that Diddy —
whom Forbes dubbed a “near billionaire”
in 2019 based on his reported $740 million fortune — has a purported history of
underpaying the acts signed to his Bad Boy
roster and affiliated songwriters.
In January 2020, former Bad Boy rapper
Mase addressed Diddy in a pointed Instagram post alleging that “your past business practices knowingly has continued
purposely starved your artists and been
extremely unfair to the very same artist that
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helped u obtain that Icon Award.” His comment was in response to a message of Black
empowerment Combs made at an industry
event prior to that year’s Grammy Awards.
“Diddy, it starts with us. I was recently
approached to host a show for Revolt and it
came without pay. We cannot keep knocking
white folks for their disrespect towards minority creators while doing the same thing
to each other,” read one tweet in response to
the artist’s open letter. Another Twitter user
posted a cartoon image of man with a cross,
sideways look and the message, “the entire
90s Bad Boy records roster reading this
right now like.”
Many other tweets called out what
they said was Combs’ hypocrisy at asking
for corporate accountability to the Black
community, including one in which two
cartoon Diddys point at each other with the
comment, “Diddy writing an open letter to
corporate America about not paying black
artists.”
Billboard has reached out to Combs for
comment.
See some of the Twitter reactions to
Diddy’s letter below.

Howard
Weitzman, Power
Attorney Who
Represented
Michael Jackson
Estate, Dies at 81
BY MELINDA NEWMAN

L

egendary attorney Howard
Weitzman, who represented the
Michael Jackson estate, Sean
Combs, Justin Bieber and many
other clients, died earlier today (April 7)
after a brief illness, his son, Jed, confirmed
to Billboard.
Weitzman, 81, passed away peacefully at
his Pacific Palisades, California home surrounded by family, listening to music from

his favorite artists, Neil Young, Led Zeppelin
and Joni Mitchell.
Weitzman, a partner at Kinsella
Weitzman Iser Kump, was a perennial on
Billboard’s Top Music Lawyers list, including the latest edition, which came out last
week.
The litigation heavyweight was cited most
recently for his work with the Jackson estate, most notably for its dispute with HBO
over the Leaving Neverland documentary
and the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeal’s
December ruling in favor of the estate that
the case must by arbitrated.
“Our beloved friend and partner Howard
Weitzman passed away yesterday,” said
the firm in a statement. “A renowned trial
lawyer and dealmaker, Howard skillfully
handled some of the most famous cases
in Hollywood. Howard’s wit, charm, and
brilliant legal mind are legendary, and we
will miss him dearly. We send our love and
condolences to Howard’s wife Margaret,
his sons Armen and Jed, and to his many
clients, friends, and admirers. RIP Howard,
you will always be a giant.”
The lead attorney on more than 300 civil
and criminal jury trials, according to the bio
on his firm’s website, Weitzman represented
some of the biggest names in sports and
entertainment during various points in
his career, including O.J. Simpson, Marlon
Brando, Ozzy and Sharon Osborne, Magic
Johnson and Arnold Schwarzenegger, as
well as talent agencies William Morris, ICM
and CAA. He also represented his fellow
attorneys, including Joel Katz.
“He was a very good man: kind, smart,
loving and a terrific lawyer,” Katz tells Billboard. “He was a total original and unique
man. He will be missed by many.”
Weitzman, the son of grocers, was born in
Los Angeles and played second base on the
University of Southern California baseball
team that captured the national championship in 1961. When pro baseball seemed out
of reach, Weitzman enrolled in USC’s law
school because it has no foreign language
requirement, according to a 1984 profile
in The Washington Post, published while
Weitzman was defending John DeLorean.
Among the other high profile cases
Weitzman worked on, according to the law

firm bio, included representing the Jackson estate in its lawsuit against Lloyds of
London to recover funds from a cancellation
insurance policy covering Jackson’s This
Is It tour, the outing he was rehearsing
for when he died. Weitzman was also lead
counsel for Justin Bieber in a suit against
Mariah Yeater, who accused a then-teenage
Bieber of fathering her child in 2011. He also
represented Britney Spears’ Britney Brands
in a dispute over royalties for her fragrance
line with marketing company BrandSense.
Weitzman taught a course on trial advocacy at his alma mater for 12 years, as well
as lectured at Harvard, Georgetown, UCLA
and numerous other law schools.
In addition to Margaret, Jed and Armen,
Weitzman is survived by his daughter-inlaw Amanda and granddaughters Indya and
Lulu.
Correction: This article was initially sent
to readers with a coronavirus newsletter
alert. This was in error and should have
been a breaking news alert. Weitzman’s
family has not stated any cause of death.

Kesha Seizes
on New Free
Speech Law for
Counterattack
Against Dr. Luke
BY ERIQ GARDNER

K

esha Rose Sebert still has a new
move to show off in a legal battle
against producer Lukasz “Dr.
Luke” Gottwald. On Tuesday,
in a defamation battle that has seemingly
lasted forever (really seven years), the pop
star asked the court’s permission to assert
a new counterclaim based on New York’s
recently enacted anti-SLAPP law.
Since 2014, Dr. Luke has been pursuing Kesha with the claim that she has
smeared him with false rape allegations.
He’s largely been winning. Her previous
counterclaims were rejected, and then in
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Feb. 2020, Dr. Luke scored many advantages on summary judgment including the
judge’s conclusion that he wasn’t a public
figure and that the singer published a false
statement when she texted Lady Gaga that
he had also raped Katy Perry.
But as the case creeps along, now towards
a trial date that’s expected to come this
autumn, the ground beneath the parties’
feet has shifted. Last year, inspired by individuals like Donald Trump and Harvey
Weinstein, New York passed a law intended to protect free speech from frivolous
lawsuits. The anti-SLAPP legislation has
many components, and it may be working as
libel defendants are on a massive winning
streak.
Now, Kesha — advised by
O’Melveny’s Daniel Petrocelli and Leah
Godesky — is hoping to use the antiSLAPP’s law’s allowance for a counterclaim
to pursue compensatory and punitive damages plus attorneys’ fees and costs that she
has incurred over seven long years defending what Kesha’s legal team believes to be a
meritless defamation suit.
The move is radical in more than one way.
Initially, because the judge ruled that Dr.
Luke was a private figure, he didn’t need
to show that Kesha made false statements
with actual malice — meaning knowledge
of falsity or reckless disregard of the truth.
Negligence would do. That decision is now
on appeal — and Kesha’s position that a top
producer in the entertainment industry is a
public figure has garnered support in media
law circles. The Reporters Committee for
Freedom of the Press along with news organizations like The Daily Beast, Dow Jones,
New York Public Radio, and others have
filed an amicus brief in Kesha’s favor.
While Kesha still hopes a New York
appeals court overrules the trial judge’s
summary judgment decision, the new antiSLAPP law anticipates situations where
even private figures sometimes have to
demonstrate actual malice to prevail. Those
situations are when free speech is exercised
with respect to issues of public concern.
“As this Court has already found, Kesha’s
statements that Dr. Luke sexually assaulted
her (and another world-famous female artist) qualify as a matter of public concern,”

states a new memorandum from Kesha’s
team. “There could be no serious debate
to the contrary. Indeed, one of the three
courts to have already applied [the new antiSLAPP statute] underscored that ‘sexual
impropriety and pressure in the music
industry’ ‘indisputably’ constitutes an issue
of public interest.”
(The reference is to a Feb. 26 decision where an aspiring saxophonist prevailed against an established jazz musician
she accused of pressuring her into a sexual
relationship.)
The memorandum adds, “Plaintiffs’ defamation claims obviously involve a matter of
public concern, and if the jury finds that Kesha’s reporting of Dr. Luke’s sexual assault is
truthful, it necessarily follows that Dr. Luke
brought this lawsuit solely to harass and
intimate Kesha.”
Below is the full memorandum. The two
sides will appear before Judge Jennifer
Schecter later this month for a ruling on
whether the amended counterclaim will be
allowed. Anti-SLAPP laws have been enacted throughout the nation; but this would be
a super-rare instance of defendant possibly
collected damages after plaintiffs partially
prevails on summary judgment. That is, if
Kesha is successful, hardly a given.
Meanwhile, Kesha’s lawyers and Dr.
Luke’s lawyers are exchanging witness and
exhibit lists and will likely make those public in June in time for a pre-trial conference.
A hard trial date has yet to be set.
You can find the full document here.
This article was originally published
by The Hollywood Reporter.

IMPALA Unveils
Sustainability
Program
for Europe’s
Independent
Music Sector
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

I

MPALA is launching a program to
help make the European independent
music industry more sustainable, the
trade body announced today.
The sustainability program is based on a
package compiled by a task force initiated
and chaired by Horst Weidenmüller, CEO
at Europe-based label group !K7. The package includes a 15-point climate charter that
sets a goal of a climate positive membership
by 2030, with an interim net zero target
for 2026. Though the targets are voluntary,
IMPALA will provide access to guidance
and training for members to assist them in
reaching them.
The climate charter includes commitments to appoint a climate advocate for IMPALA’s board and each committee; engage
with suppliers to promote more sustainable
practices; map and share best practices
across Europe; and help IMPALA members
apply for EU funding for climate projects,
among other goals.
One specific initiative under the program will be the development of the first
carbon-accounting tool specific to recorded
music, covering both the supply chain and
label activities. Collective offset investment
options for IMPALA members will also be
considered.
Last month, IMPALA made one of its
first strides in meeting the climate charter’s
targets by asking streaming services to help
assess and reduce the carbon footprint of
digital music, which was unveiled as part of
a comprehensive ten-step streaming plan.
Among other things, the plan asks DSPs to
help reduce artists’ reliance on touring by
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creating “new initiatives and products” to
increase their earnings in the streaming
space.
In addition to Weidenmüller, the task
force which developed the sustainability
package includes Alison Tickell, founder
and CEO of Julie’s Bicycle; as well as Beggars Group head of sustainability Will Hutton and Ninja Tune co-CEO Peter Quicke,
both of whom were part of the group which
presented the package to the IMPALA
board.
“IMPALA’s programme means we can
plan ahead, provide real sustainability options for artists and develop flexible tools
for members,” said Weidenmüller. “Acting
early isn’t just a climate question, it avoids
disruption and carbon taxes. Credibility is
important, so we are including the supply
chain. Our ultimate ambition is to be carbon
positive rather than just neutral. This is
what sets IMPALA’s work apart in the music
sector today.”
Added IMPALA executive chair Helen
Smith, “IMPALA’s mission is for the sector to grow sustainably. Our guidance for
members sets out common-sense steps that
a company can take voluntarily and expand
afterwards if needed. Many of the issues
can’t be solved by members acting on their
own, but a collective approach will make the
difference. We see this programme as part
of our role of being a leader and will work
with all others in the sector interested in
accelerating change.”
The IMPALA task force behind the sustainability package also includes IMPALA
treasurer Geert de Blaere of BMG Benelux’s N.E.W.S. and the Belgian Independent Music Association (BIMA); Danko
Stefanović of the Regional Association of
Independent Discographers (RUNDA); Paul
Pacifico of the Association of Independent
Music (AIM) in the U.K.; Sonia Durán of
the Independent Phonographic Union (UFI)
in Spain; and Zsolt Jeges of the Hungarian
Association of Independent Labels (HAIL).
Additional input was provided by Jacob Bilabel from the German environmental think
tank THEMA1.
Today’s announcement follows IMPALA’s
participation, with other music groups, in
a February 2020 meeting with Frans Tim-

mermans, the European Commission’s executive vp in charge of the EU’s fight against
climate change, as well as the Commission’s
culture commissioner Mariya Gabriel.
Additional information on the sustainability program will be provided by Horst
and Tickell on IMPALA’s podcast series 20MinutesWith on April 22, Earth Day.
The 15-point climate charter can be found
in full below.
IMPALA commits to:
Hold framework for European independent music sector targets
Convene and administer a Sustainability
Task Force
Appoint a climate advocate for IMPALA’s
board and each committee
Develop carbon reporting tool for members, disclose aggregate statistics
Transparently monitor and report own
climate impacts
Map and share examples of best practices
across Europe
Make climate literacy training available
twice a year
Produce guidance for members with practical tips
Recognise no one size fits all, each company & country is different
Engage with suppliers to promote change
across the supply chain
Work with digital music services to assess
& reduce carbon footprint
Explore possible collective offsetting
solutions for the sector
Support initiatives using music & culture
to mobilise climate action
Inform members about EU funding for
climate projects, help them apply
Speak out where we support specific issues and use our voice in Brussels

Gloria Trevi
Renews Universal
Music Latino
Contract:
Exclusive
BY GRISELDA FLORES

G

loria Trevi has renewed her recording contract with Universal
Music Latino, the label tells Billboard.
The Mexican singer-songwriter, known
for anthemic pop songs such as “Todos
Me Miran,” “Cinco Minutos” and “Pelo
Suelto,” signed the new deal in March in
Miami. Universal did not disclose financial
details regarding the contract renewal.
“I’m renewing with Universal in this new
stage of my life that will be more epic and
fun, because what is the sense of having a
life if you are not going to live it,” Trevi said
in a statement. “I’m going to explode with
new music, crazy ideas and heart-wrenching
romantic songs that will continue to be
soundtracks to our lives.”
About the signing, Universal Music Latin
America & Iberian Peninsula chairman and
CEO Jesús López – who signed Trevi’s
first album in 1989 (Qué Hago Aquí?) – said:
“From the first moment Gloria stepped on
the stage she has defended women’s rights,
not only with her songs but also through her
fight, and she continues to be the first line
of attack so Mexican women and women
around the world have equal opportunities
and rights.”
The multi-hyphenated artist, who has
placed four No. 1s on Billboard’s Top Latin
Albums, recently joined forces with Mon
Laferte for their first ever collaboration: a
re-imagined version of Laferte’s “La
Mujer.”
In February, the “Con Los Ojos Cerrados”
singer received Premio Lo Nuestro’s special
award Premio A la Trayectoria, honoring
her multi-decade legacy. Trevi is currently
working on a new album due this summer.
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Jimmie Allen &
Gabby Barrett
Named ACM New
Male & Female
Artist of the Year
BY PAUL GREIN

J

immie Allen and Gabby Barrett were
named new male and female artist of
the year by the Academy of Country
Music on Thursday (April 8).
Allen is the first Black artist to win a new
artist award from the ACM. Both won on
their second try (which is allowable under
ACM rules). Allen was nominated two
years ago, but lost to Luke Combs. Barrett
was nominated last year and lost to Tenille
Townes.
Mickey Guyton, who is set to co-host
the 56th annual ACM Awards with Keith
Urban, was among this year’s nominees for
new female artist of the year. She was first
nominated in that category five years ago,
but lost to Kelsea Ballerini.
The other nominees for new male artist of
the year were Travis Denning, Hardy, Cody
Johnson and Parker McCollum.
The other nominees for new female artist
of the year, besides Guyton, were Ingrid Andress, Tenille Arts and Caylee Hammack.
Both Allen and Barrett will perform on
the three-hour ACM telecast on April 18.
Allen’s booking brings to five the number of
Black artists who will perform on the show
— an ACM record. Guyton is set to perform,
along with Kane Brown, whose Mixtape
Vol. 1 is up for album of the year; Americana duo The War and Treaty; and gospel
great CeCe Winans, who is expected to
team with Carrie Underwood to perform
“Great Is Thy Faithfulness,” which they
recorded for Underwood’s current gospel
album, My Savior.
Barrett’s “I Hope” is one of the biggest
country crossover hits of recent years. It
logged 27 weeks at No. 1 on Hot Country
Songs and climbed as high as No. 3 on the

Hot 100, boosted by a remix featuring Charlie Puth. Her follow-up, “The Good Ones,”
also topped Hot Country Songs. Allen has
had two No. 1 hits on the Country Airplay
chart, “Best Shot” and “Make Me Want To.”
“We are thrilled to present Jimmie Allen
and Gabby Barrett with their first ACM
Award wins,” said Damon Whiteside, CEO
of the ACM. “Jimmie and Gabby have
experienced tremendous success at both
country radio and streaming already, and
we are proud to recognize them for such an
extraordinary start to their careers.”
Allen and Barrett will join more than
25 artists who will perform from three
iconic Nashville venues: the Grand Ole
Opry House, Ryman Auditorium and The
Bluebird Cafe.
Urban won ACM’s top new male vocalist
award in 2000. He has since become one of
the genre’s top stars, winning entertainer of
the year two years ago.
Click here and here to watch Urban surprise the new artist winners with the news.
The 56th ACM Awards will be broadcast
live on Sunday, April 18 (8-11 p.m live ET/
delayed PT) on CBS. The show will also be
available to stream live and on demand on
Paramount+.

Record Store Day
2021 Boasts Lady
Gaga, Ariana
Grande, Prince &
More Exclusive
Titles
BY HERAN MAMO

R

ecord Store Day 2021 is planning two-day “drops” on June
12 and July 17 of exclusive titles
from Ariana Grande, Lady
Gaga, Amy Winehouse, Prince, Tom
Petty, Elton John and more.
RSD typically occurs on a Saturday in the
spring at various independent record stores,
drawing customers with the promise of
unique and limited-edition albums released
exclusively to indie stores for the holiday.
But the festivities can’t quite bounce back
to the way things were with the ongoing
coronavirus pandemic. With small businesses slowly opening back up, the RSD
website has created an organized list of
450 titles — 50 more than usual — for music
lovers to use as a shopping guide at select
indie music retailers. Stores will allow for
in-store shopping with either normal/reduced foot traffic or by appointment, curbside pickup, local delivery and/or online
shopping depending on the location, which
can be checked here.
RSD’s first releases include Gaga’s Chromatica on exclusive yellow vinyl; Winehouse’s Remixes as its own LP collection
for the first time; Prince’s The Truth as a
first-time LP release and first-time independent release on purple vinyl; Petty’s Angel
Dream reimagined on LP for the 25th anniversary of the She’s The One soundtrack;
John’s Regimental Sgt. Zippo in its complete
form on LP for the first time, and Grande’s k
bye for now (swt live) on double-CD and as a
triple-LP. This marks the first time the livealbum component of Grande’s 2019 Sweetener Tour is being released in physical form
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after the pop star released the LP digitally
on Dec. 23, 2019.
Rhino Records will roll out 31 limited-edition titles at participating indie stores in celebration of Record Store Day, including Joni
Mitchell’s Joni Mitchell Archives, Vol. 1
(1963-1967): Highlights on 1-LP 180-gram
black vinyl; the first vinyl issue of Aretha
Franklin’s Oh Me Oh My: Aretha Live in
Philly, 1972 on 2-LP on orange and yellow
vinyl; Me’Shell Ndegéocello’s first RSD
release of Peace Beyond Passion on 2-LP 140gram blue vinyl; picture discs of Black Sabbath’s Heaven & Hell and Mob Rules; The
Doors’ Morrison Hotel Sessions on 2-LP –
180-gram black vinyl; four of Lupe Fiasco’s
albums (two on vinyl for the first time) as
part of Lupe Fiasco’s Food & Liquor Series 4-LP color vinyl set; a 2-LP color vinyl +
7-inch set of The Notorious B.I.G.’s Biggie
Duets: The Final Chapter; and more.
Craft Recordings announced 12 exclusive
vinyl releases for RSD, which will introduce
the first vinyl reissue of John Martyn’s 1998
collection of blues covers The Church With
One Bell; a 40th-anniversary reissue of Celia
Cruz and Willie Colón’s Celia Y Willie; a
30th-anniversary edition of Jonathan Richman’s Having a Party With Jonathan Richman; a 15th-anniversary pressing of Evanescence’s The Open Door; and Oddities &
Extras featuring rarities from Rock & Roll
Hall of Famers The Zombies.
Spreading RSD over two days in two
different months in the summer gives vinyl
pressing plants and distribution companies
ample time to produce the titles and provides indie stores more flexibility to prepare
budgets and place orders so customers can
shop for the records they’re looking for on
both days as opposed to one massive release
day.
RSD organizers were forced to postpone
its 2020 edition due to COVID. Last year’s
three-part drop (staged on Aug. 29, Sept. 26
and Oct. 24) helped generate 1.95 million
in CD and vinyl album sales at indie stores
in the U.S. — with 1.41 million of that in vinyl
album sales, according to MRC Data.

LL Cool J’s Rock
the Bells Brand
Raises $8M In
Series A Funding
BY MARC SCHNEIDER

L

L Cool J is planning a significant
expansion of his Rock The Bells
direct-to-consumer business.
The actor and rapper has raised
$8 million in a Series A funding round for
Rock The Bells, led by Raine Ventures.
Other investors in the round include
venture capital firm M13, Willoughby Capital Holdings (the family office of billionaire Daniel Och) and Yahoo! co-founder Jerry Yang. Rock The Bells’ current investors
include Irving Azoff, Mark Cuban, Egon
Durban and Henry Louis Gates Jr.
Rock The Bells is led by former BET
executive James Cuthbert, who joined the
company earlier this year.
Rock The Bells was founded in 2018 as a
content and commerce brand dedicated to
classic hip-hop (the name is based on LL
Cool J’s third single off his debut album Radio, released in 1985).
With the new round the company plans
to invest further in its direct-to-consumer
business, particularly in the content, commerce, and experiences spaces. It will
also build out is executive team alongside
Cuthbert.
“This funding will help us accelerate our
growth and team-building efforts to make
sure we can further uplift the people and
culture at the forefront of Hip-Hop through
exciting e-commerce collaborations, storytelling, and experiences,” LL Cool J said in a
statement announcing the funding round.
Alongside the funding round, the company said that Raine Ventures managing
partner Gordon Rubenstein, LL COOL J Inc.
COO Claudine Joseph, and Thai Randolph,
president and COO of Kevin Hart’s Laugh
Out Loud, will join its board.
This article was originally published
by The Hollywood Reporter.

Portugal. The
Man, Glass
Animals,
Manchester
Orchestra & More
Set For Livestream
Benefiting NIVA
BY TAYLOR MIMS

C

onsequence of Sound is relaunching this week as Consequence. Along with a rebrand and
newly-designed website, Consequence will celebrate by presenting a
two-day “Protect Live Music” livestream
benefiting independent music venues that
have been hit hard by the pandemic.
This Friday (April 9) and Saturday (April
10), Consequence will host more than 90
artists delivering exclusive performances
and testimonials in celebration of independent music. The diverse lineup includes
Manchester Orchestra, Spoon, Fontaines
D.C., Bachelor (Jay Som/Palehound), Julien
Baker, Jon Batiste, Portugal. The Man, Real
Estate, Wolfgang Van Halen, Myles Kennedy, Andrew Bird and Jimbo Mathus, Glass
Animals, The Melvins, Jeff Rosenstock,
Black Country, New Road and Pup.
There will be additional appearances by
Alex Lahey, Angie McMahon, Sinkane, Bomba Estéreo, The Districts, Low Cut Connie,
Cloud Nothings, Rodrigo y Gabriela, Songhoy Blues, Amigo the Devil, Ben Kweller,
Together Pangea, Sarah Jarosz, Lady Lamb,
White Reaper, Brian Fallon, Hiss Golden
Messenger, Shovels & Rope, Sad13, Beach
Bunny, and many more.
“Live music has always been the lifeblood
of Consequence,” said Consequence founder
and publisher Alex Young in a release. “So I
can’t imagine a better way to celebrate the
next stage of our existence than by gathering
together some of our favorite artists from the
last 15 years for a weekend of live music.”
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At the beginning of the pandemic, Consequence launched its “Protect Live Music”
campaign, donating 50% of proceeds from
its web store to independent artists and
music venues. Proceeds from the event
will benefit the National Independent
Venue Association (NIVA). Donations can
be made here. Additionally, all proceeds
from sales of Consequence’s Protect Live
Music merch line during the event will go
to support NIVA.
“The artists Consequence covers are
the artists that are the heart and soul of
independent venues. While we can’t wait
to welcome them back, this fundraiser will
help us hold on until it’s safe to be together
again in real life,” said Stephen Sternschein, founding board member of NIVA
and managing partner of Heard Presents in
Austin, in a release.
The livestream begins at 5:00 p.m. ET on
April 9 and will be free to access here.

Lil Nas X’s
‘Montero’ CoDirector Tanu
Muino Explains
How She Directed
a Satanic Lap
Dance Over Zoom
BY JASON LIPSHUTZ

W

ith Lil Nas X’s new single,
“Montero (Call Me By Your
Name),” ascending to the
top of the Billboard Hot
100 chart earlier this week, plenty of credit
for his second career No. 1 single can be
given to its eye-popping music video, and
all the chatter it’s caused over the past two
weeks.
The clip finds the “Old Town Road” star
playing both Adam and the snake in the
Garden of Eden, getting judged by versions
of himself in the Colosseum, descending to

hell via elaborate pole dance and gyrating on
Satan upon his arrival. That last sequence
has been criticized as demonic by conservative media, defended as groundbreaking
queer art on social media, and lampooned
on Saturday Night Live; meanwhile, the
views keep accumulating, with the videos
reaching 105 million YouTube views in less
than two weeks.
As the “Montero” video has become a cultural lightning rod, Tanu Muino, who co-directed the video with Lil Nas X, has enjoyed
watching the world process their shared
vision. The Ukrainian music video director
— who also helmed the clip for Cardi B’s No.
1 single “Up,” as well as recent visuals for
Katy Perry and Rosalía — received the opportunity to work on the “Montero” video in
late January, with only a few weeks to bring
a sprawling, classically inspired world to
life in February. “It was my first time being
a co-director,” Muino tells Billboard, “but
now I can tell it’s so cool, because you can
make something together with very talented
people like Nas.”
Below, Muino discusses how the “Montero” video came together, the influence of
Dutch painter Hieronymus Bosch, being
accused of being an Illuminati member, and
having to direct the now-iconic lap dance
scene over Zoom. (Note: this interview has
been edited and condensed for clarity.)
This was your first time working with
Lil Nas X. How did you come to collaborate with him?
I was in L.A. at Columbia Records, and I
met Saul [Levitz], his [music video] commissioner, who he has so many great artists,
like Rosalía and Lil Nas. Last year I made
[the “Juro Que” video] for Rosalía, and I
was like, “I need to make one with Lil Nas
X!” I was in L.A. in January making Cardi
B’s video, and heard from Columbia: “Do
you want to write a treatment on Lil Nas’
video?” I was like, “Of course!”
When I saw the “Holiday” video, I was
showing the video to all my friends, like,
“I can never do something like this, it’s so
hard.” In each video, Nas is [reaching] a new
level, a crazy new level. So I was thinking, if
it was [after] “Holiday,” what could he want
next? Then I see him, and he’s so sweet, oh
my God. And he loved my treatment.

How did the concept of that treatment
come together, with all these different
set pieces and re-imaginings of various
mythological and religious imagery?
What were those conversations like?
He wrote something very clear; not a lot
of text, but you read it and can imagine all
the story. He had this concept — because it
was his own story, and he wanted to open
[himself ] up in this video and song — so it
was very clear. For me, it was up to us to create this whole world together, and make it
like the glue, and to visualize all these parts
and this world.
It’s unbelievable how many ideas are
bursting out of this video, especially considering its length.
Yeah, it was a lot of ideas, and the track
was only three minutes, so to put it all
together in those three minutes was very
hard. What I was thinking about at first
were Bosch paintings — because he had this
painting [The Garden of Earthly Delights]
that’s this great triptych of heaven, hell,
and the last judgment. From this, I came to
imagine all these worlds together. In all my
videos I love to use great architecture, and
in his paintings we see such unique pieces.
Also he created a lot of colorful details and
his own creatures, animals that never existed, so for me he was a big inspiration.
But also, I wanted to take Bosch and put
it in nowadays. You need to collaborate,
and Nas has this unique style. Anytime he’s
going out on some awards or red carpet, his
looks are so good. So I was thinking to take
Bosch and make it fashion, make it sparkle,
mix it up and make it something in between.
Can you describe the work that went
into perfecting the various costumes and
hairstyles?
All these details were made by Nas’ amazing art director, Hodo [Musa], who’s just
next-level. I think I had only one look in
my mind: When I was a kid, I was watching
MTV nonstop, and in my mind I had this
look of Britney [Spears] and Justin [Timberlake] in an all-denim look, and that was
in my mind all the time. [Laughs.] I saw the
judges in the video in denim, inspired by
this picture — because it’s so unique and I
had never seen it before. I needed that in
that part. Everybody remembers that look!
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The lap dance that Nas gives to the
devil in the video has certainly caused a
loud reaction since its release. Did you
have an inkling that the sequence would
produce this type of controversy, or are
you surprised by it?
When you do a lap dance on the devil —
we were thinking it was like the cherry on
top. People do lap dances [in videos], people
wear devil costumes, but to make these two
parts together, nobody’s done that. So I was
thinking about [the reaction], but when
it go out, it was bigger than I imagined.
Everybody was talking, like, “Oh my God.”
For me, it was expected, but not this big of a
reaction.
Did you see the SNL cold open?
Yeah, when they danced on [God]? Yeah.
“Happy Easter!” I love it.
Nas has talked about being pushed out
of his comfort zone while filming, particularly during the strip tease. How did
you help him get there?
I was in rehearsal with him, and he was
so nervous, but by the last day of rehearsal
he was ready, very cool, and open to making
it happen. But it was a funny story: on the
first day of shooting, I wasn’t on the set. So I
directed this part from home, and it was so
hard, I can’t even tell you.
Wait — the first day of filming, you
weren’t on the set? And that was the pole
dance scene?
It was the pole dance scene and the devil
scene. [Ed. Note: Muino had received a false
positive COVID test and directed remotely for
the first day of filming out of safety precautions.]
So you were literally like, “Nice to meet
you over Zoom. Nas, please give the devil
a lap dance. I’ll be here at home, watching
and giving notes.”
[Laughs.] Yeah, I had seen people when
we had rehearsed, but yeah. For me it was a
good experience, because I was seeing only
[what was being captured on screen], so I
could have clear notes. I was speaking to
them directly, and then they needed to come
closer to the microphone and say something
to me.
They put my picture on the big screen
and [my voice] through a loudspeaker, and
I would see only what the camera could

see, and I was talking to them through a
microphone. So it was very hard for me, but
we made it happen. All the team was very
supportive. Also, we tried to make this scene
very intimate, with only a few people [on
set], so he could feel comfortable. But it was
very hard and a very funny story for me. I
had never done anything like that — trying
to make a video from Zoom.
Since the video came out, Nas has
talked about his different influences for
the pole dance sequence, and how he had
a conversation with FKA Twigs about
the “Cellophane” video and wanted to
incorporate that. Was that just part of his
vision?
Yeah. Of course I saw the [“Cellophane”]
video. It’s a unique piece, and I think in our
industry everybody knows this video. But it
was never my inspiration for this one. As I
said, my inspiration was from paintings, like
Bosch paintings. And also, Dante’s Inferno,
with different [circles] of hell — so it was not
only the pole going down, it was like, if you
want to go into hell you need each part of it,
from lighter ones to the hard, dark parts.
I wonder what Dante would think of
the “Montero” video.
Yeah, me too! I wonder what Dante
or Bosch — I wish I could text them.
[Laughs.] “What do you think about this
one!”
What are the most memorable reactions you’ve gotten to the video thus far?
Of course, a lot of people were saying that
we need to go to hell now. But I’m so curious — they tell us to go to hell after watching this video, but we’re going to know what
to do in hell now. It’s fun! People were also
telling us that we were part of the Illuminati, and trying to recruit for the Illuminati,
so that was fun, too.
Some were horrible — I remember some
guy writing me, “My three-year-old sister
saw this video and was crying for a week.
She can’t stop crying!” It’s like, “Oh my
God. Why did you show your three-year-old
sister this video?”
The “Montero” video has been both
praised for its expression of uninhibited
queerness... and slammed for demonic
imagery. What would you hope a viewer
ultimately takes away from it?

There’s been a lot of talk about the pole
and the lap dance, but overall, the video is
telling the story of Nas — how he decided to
open himself, and to say you can be whoever
you want to be. If you see in your head and
in your dreams that you can show yourself
— you can be Adam, the snake, a prisoner,
your own judge. You don’t need to be afraid
to be open and show what you have inside. I
think this is the main story.

Publishing Briefs:
Warner Extends
Saweetie Deal,
Signs D.A. Got
That Dope
BY CYDNEY LEE

W

arner Chappell Music — the publishing arm
of Warner Music Group
— extended their global
publishing deal with Saweetie. The agreement includes her full catalog and her future
works.
“We’ve been lucky enough to be on this
incredible journey with Saweetie since the
very beginning,” said Ryan Press, Warner
Chappell Music President of A&R. “We’re
in the business of taking early bets on artists and helping develop them into global
sensations, and that’s exactly the trajectory
Saweetie is on. She’s well on her way to
becoming the next big female breakout star,
and we’re so proud to be able to continue to
support her.”
Saweetie has risen to stardom through her
anthems: “Tap In,” “Pretty B***H Freestyle,” “Back to the Streets” featuring Jhené
Aiko and two-time platinum hit “My Type.”
In January, she released her most recent
single “Best Friend” featuring fellow female
rapper and breakout artist Doja Cat.
“Ryan and the whole Warner Chappell
team have become family over the years. It’s
amazing to look back at everything we’ve
accomplished together, and I’m excited for
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this next chapter,” Saweetie said.
Multiplatinum record producer d.a. got
that dope signed a worldwide publishing
deal with Warner Chappell Music. The
deal includes all of his past songs that he’s
written and produced, as well as his contributions going forward.
d.a. got that dope is the creative mastermind behind hits for major stars
such as: Megan Thee Stallion, Chris
Brown, Tyga and more. At the beginning
of the year, he reached No. 1 on Billboard’s
R&B/Hip-Hop Producers Chart.
“From No. 1’s like ‘Taste’ to ‘ZEZE’, d.a. effortlessly creates memorable beats that connect with fans around the world,” said Ryan
Press, President of A&R at Warner Chappell
Music. “He brings a different type of vibe
and energy to every track he works on and
is one of the most versatile producers in the
game. I’m incredibly proud to be on this
journey with him.”
“I’ve been hustling solo for most of my
time in the music industry and Ryan has really come in and made a meaningful impact
on my career,” d.a. said. “I’m very appreciative of him and the whole WC team for
working hard with me. I’m looking forward
to more great music and more success.”
Sony Music Publishing Nashville renewed their worldwide deal with awardwinning country music songwriter Tom
Douglas. The deal includes his current
catalog as well as his work moving forward.
Douglas is known for his work on charttopping songs for some of the genre’s most
prominent artists like Tim McGraw, Carrie Underwood and Miranda Lambert amongst many others. The songwriter
has earned himself an Academy Award,
Golden Globe Award, Grammy nominations
and an induction into the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame.
“Tom Douglas is a living songwriting
icon,” said Sony Music Publishing Nashville
CEO Rusty Gaston. “His momentum and
activity are as hot as ever, and his drive
and enthusiasm are undaunted and contagious. We are so excited to continue his
long-standing relationship with Sony Music
Publishing. He is more than a songwriter to
us - he is family.”
Round Hill Music announced a global

agreement with country songwriter and
producer Zach Crowell. The deal encompasses the acquisition and administration
of his music catalog, neighboring rights and
producer royalties.
“As a songwriter and producer Zach is
one of country music’s true contemporary
icons,” said Josh Gruss, Founder and CEO
of Round Hill Music. “His originality and
creative genius alongside his amazing track
record of success speaks for itself and his
star will only continue to shine brighter.”
Crowell co-produced country music
singer Sam Hunt’s triple platinum album Montevallo as well as co-written and
co-produced other hits by the artist like:
“Body Like A Back Road,” “Kinfolks,” “Hard
to Forget” and “Breaking Up Was Easy
In The 90s.” Crowell also contributed to
Carrie Underwood’s album Storyteller and
co-wrote and produced Keith Urban’s hit
single “Cop Car.”
“Round Hill has always been on the front
edge of where the music business is headed
and I couldn’t be more excited to be a part
of the team,” Crowell said.
Jazz legend Pharoah Sanders joined Third Side Music under a worldwide admin deal including his full catalog
and future works.
Sanders has played alongside some of his
fellow jazz pioneers such as John Coltrane, Alice Coltrane, Sun Ra and Ornette
Coleman. He began his career in the ‘60s
and has been described as “probably the
best tenor player in the world” by Coleman.
Sony Music Publishing (SMP) India announced a worldwide agreement with Kannada’s leading music label Anand Audio.
Under the partnership, SMP will provide
world-class publishing, administration and
synchronization services to Anand Audio’s
catalog of songs. They will also provide
opportunities for the label’s community of
songwriters.
“With the support of Kannada Music
lovers, we are excited to partner with Sony
Music Publishing to find greater monetization opportunities for our musical stakeholders,” said Anand Chabria, Owner,
Anand Audio.
“We are thrilled that Anand Audio has
decided to join the Sony Music Publishing

team,” added Guy Henderson, Sony Music
Publishing President, International. “We
look forward to taking Anand’s songwriters and extensive catalogue with us on our
journey as we continue to grow and develop
Indian repertoire across the globe.”
SMP just announced the launch of its
India office.
Artist discovery platform Meddling launched a new version of its service
for music publishers to discover songwriters.
“There are more than 20 unpublished
songwriters in the US Top 100 right now,”
says Travis Rosenblatt, founder and CEO
of Meddling. “Publishers have not yet had
access to the same set of tools to discover
songwriters that labels have been using for
years to find new artists. There is a huge
opportunity here for frontline publishing
A&R.”
The tool allows publishers to view trending published writers and data by unaffiliated songwriters, filtering them by geography,
genre(s) and prolificacy. It is currently being
tested by top independent publishers like
Concord, Downtown and Riptide.
“Travis and Meddling are always driving
innovation in the marriage of music and
data,” says Mike Caren, APG CEO. “Meddling for Publishers furthers this and opens
the door for publishers to get quick and easy
visibility of available songwriters.”

Lil Nas X Drops
It Low, High, To
the Right and
Left in ‘Montero’
Video Game
‘Twerk Hero’
BY GIL KAUFMAN

L

il Nas X was not kidding when
he said he’s been prepping for the
release of his “Montero (Call Me
By Your Name)” single for nine
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months. In addition to the song launching at
No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 songs chart
for the week ending April 4, it now has its
own free rhythm game that will have you
shaking the rapper’s spandex-clad bottom
for points and bragging rights.
“Twerk Hero” dropped on Wednesday
(April 7) and in keeping with Nas X’s cheeky
“did I do that?” sense of humor, the gratis
browser game challenges players to drop
it low, high, to the right and to the left to
knock out flaming arrows as the song plays
in the background. “My new game ‘Twerk
Hero’ is out now! Can u make it through all
levels?!” the rapper tweeted in announcing the latest brand extension tied to his
second No. 1 hit.
The “Montero” video — in which he gives
the devil a lap dance and rides a stripper
pole into hell in the clip laden with religious
and historic symbolism — has racked up
more than 105 YouTube million views since
its March 26 debut and sparked a nationwide conversation. The MCs team has made
the most of the controversy with a trio of
supplementary videos, including a “Satan’s
Extended Version,” “But Lil Nas X Is
Silent the Entire Time” instrumental take
and the “bathroom of hell” edition.
And, ever the social media wizard, Lil
Nas has responded to the Twitter tsunami
of reaction with quick-witted comebacks,
memes, GIFs and promotional content,
entertaining unsuspecting Twitter users
who had vehemently proclaimed their
position on the video. He’s also garnered
worldwide headlines with the announcement of 666 pairs of limited-edition satanicthemed Air Max 97 shoes that allegedly
contained human blood in their soles, which
drew a lawsuit from Nike.

Margo Price and
Annie Nelson Join
Farm Aid’s Board
of Directors
BY THOM DUFFY

M

argo Price, whose acclaimed
2016 debut album was inspired
by the loss of her family’s
farm when she was a child,
has joined the board of directors of Willie
Nelson’s Farm Aid, the organization has
announced.
When Price performed songs from “Midwest Farmer’s Daughter” in her first Farm
Aid appearance in Bristow, Va. in 2016, she
noted that her father had been forced by
financial circumstances to give up their family farm in Illinois in 1984 — one year before
Nelson launched Farm Aid amid widespread
farm foreclosures.
Annie Nelson, a lifelong humanitarian and
advocate for family farmers (and Willie’s
wife) also has joined the Farm Aid board.
Price and Annie Nelson will work alongside Farm Aid founders Willie Nelson, Neil
Young and John Mellencamp, artist board
member Dave Matthews, and other industry
professionals who comprise the organization’s board: Richard Fields, Joel Katz, Lana
Nelson, Mark Rothbaum and Evelyn Shriver.
Founding board member Paul English, a
longtime associate of Willie Nelson, died in
2002.
For 35 years, Farm Aid has staged a music
and food festival to raise funds and awareness to support a vibrant and resilient family
farm-centered agriculture system, and to
help keep family farmers on their land. The
organization has raised more than $60 million to support programs to help farmers
thrive, expand the Good Food movement
and promote food from family farms. As
Farm Aid president, Willie Nelson signs every grant check distributed by the organization to its nonprofit partners.
In September, Price joined Matthews in
an appearance on Good Morning America to

announce Farm Aid 2020 On The Road, a
virtual version of the festival, staged during
the pandemic. Price is only the second artist
to be added to the Farm Aid board of directors, following Matthews’ appointment in
2001.
“It is always a thrill to perform alongside
my heroes on the Farm Aid stage, and it is
one of the greatest honors of my life to become a member of the Farm Aid board,” said
Price, in a statement from Farm Aid. “It’s
been a dream of mine to help family farmers
and communities across America ever since
my family lost their farm in the fall of 1984
— a year before the first Farm Aid concert.
I hope to use my voice to shine light on the
issues of climate change, our health and
the health of our soil and water, and most
importantly, food justice.”
Annie Nelson — who met husband Willie
shortly after the first Farm Aid concert in
1985 — has served a key role in the annual
Farm Aid festival. For decades, she has
worked to stand up for family farm agriculture and create opportunities for independent farmers, and has been an activist on
many issues that positively impact America’s family farmers.
“I am honored to join Willie and the other
members on Farm Aid’s board of directors,”
said Nelson, in the statement. “I’ve witnessed the incredible strength and resilience of America’s family farmers through
my involvement in Farm Aid, and I am eager
to continue to help our family farm system
thrive through this new role.”
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iTunes’ Latest Sale
Pricing Sparks
Fleetwood Mac,
Bryan Adams &
More on Rock
Charts
BY KEVIN RUTHERFORD

T

hanks to sale-pricing on iTunes,
several classic hits surge on Billboard’s Hot Rock & Alternative
Songs chart and other surveys
dated April 10.
During the latest sales tracking period
(March 25-April 1), iTunes listed on its front
page a category dubbed “69 Cent Rock Hits,”
and the placement drew sizable sales gains
for many of its featured songs. The latest
special follows recent iTunes 69-cent deals
for pop and R&B/hip-hop hits.
In all, 12 titles from the 1970s-2000s reach
the sales-, airplay- and streaming-based Hot
Rock & Alternative Songs chart aided by the
week’s pricing. (Older songs can appear to
the Billboard Hot 100 and genre charts that
use the same methodology if ranking in the
top half and with a meaningful reason for
their revivals.)
Leading the way: Fleetwood Mac’s
“Dreams.” Just a few months removed from
its resurgence due to a viral TikTok video
soundtracked by the 1977 Hot 100 No. 1,
“Dreams” returns to Hot Rock & Alternative Songs at No. 7, paced by its 694% boost
to 11,000 sold, according to MRC Data. The
sum also slots the track in at No. 1 on Rock
Digital Song Sales for a seventh nonconsecutive week. Its Hot Rock & Alternative
Songs placement is also aided by 7.3 million
U.S. streams and 1.1 million in radio audience in the tracking week.
Of the 11 other entries, some appear on
Hot Rock & Alternative Songs for the first
time. Here’s a rundown of all 12.
Rank, Title, Artist, Sales total/gain:
No. 7, “Dreams,” Fleetwood Mac (11,000

sold, up 694%)
No. 11, “Summer of ‘69,” Bryan Adams
(8,600, up 2,215%)
No. 13, “Simple Man,” Lynyrd Skynyrd
(4,600, up 667%)
No. 14, “Iris,” Goo Goo Dolls (5,500, up
1,222%)
No. 15, “Livin’ on a Prayer,” Bon Jovi (3,200,
up 328%)
No. 17, “Free Fallin’,” Tom Petty (2,600, up
510%)
No. 19, “Landslide,” Fleetwood Mac (3,400,
up 339%)
No. 20, “Zombie,” The Cranberries (7,200,
up 691%)
No. 21, “Last Resort,” Papa Roach (4,000, up
609%)
No. 22, “Spirit in the Sky,” Norman Greenbaum (5,800 up 1,120%)
No. 24, “Don’t You (Forget About Me),”
Simple Minds (3,200, up 500%)
No. 25, “Rockstar,” Nickelback (4,400, up
590%)
Some of the above tracks also make Hot
Rock & Alternative Songs sub-charts, with
“Iris” leading the way on Hot Alternative
Songs (No. 10), followed by “Zombie” (No.
13), “Last Resort” (No. 14), “Don’t You (Forget About Me)” (No. 16) and “Rockstar” (No.
17). On Hot Hard Rock Songs, “Livin’ on a
Prayer,” “Last Resort” and “Rockstar” rank
at Nos. 1-3, respectively, the former earning Bon Jovi its first ruler on the list, which
began in June 2020.
Billboard’s Rock Digital Song Sales, Alternative Digital Song Sales and Hard Rock
Digital Song Sales charts also boast iTunesboosted titles not on the multi-metric lists.
The biggest is Drowning Pool’s “Bodies,”
which returns to Hard Rock Digital Song
Sales at No. 1 (and Rock Digital Song Sales at
No. 6) with 5,200 sold, up 1,068%.

The Players
Behind Lil Nas X’s
‘Montero (Call
Me by Your
Name)’: See the
Full Credits
BY CHRIS EGGERTSEN

“M

ontero (Call Me by
Your Name),” the controversy-stoking new
single by Lil Nas X,
rode the outrage machine all the way to the
top of the Billboard Hot 100 this week. The
track is artist’s second Hot 100 chart-topper
(after the record-breaking “Old Town
Road”) and his first to debut at No. 1 on the
chart.
The song, which was available in a total
of three versions, racked up 46.9 million
streams and sold 21,000 downloads in the
week ending April 1 and drew 1.1 million
radio airplay audience impressions in the
week ending April 4, according to MRC
Data.
Explore the team of musicians, producers
and more behind the track with recording
credits provided by Jaxsta below.
Artists:
Main Artist - Lil Nas X
Songwriters:
Composer Lyricist - David Biral
Composer Lyricist - Denzel Baptiste
Composer Lyricist - Montero Hill
Composer Lyricist - Omer Fedi
Composer Lyricist - Roy Lenzo
Producers:
Producer - David Biral
Producer - Denzel Baptiste
Producer - Omer Fedi
Producer - Roy Lenzo
Producer - Take A Daytrip
Engineers:
Mixing Engineer - Serban Ghenea
Recording Engineer - Denzel Baptiste
Recording Engineer - Roy Lenzo
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Performers:
Background Vocal - David Biral
Background Vocal - Denzel Baptiste
Guitar - Omer Fedi
Labels:
Distributor - Sony Music Entertainment
Label - Columbia
Explore the full “Montero (Call Me by
Your Name)” credits on Jaxsta here.

Sales top five.
Four tracks from The Bitter Truth reach
the Hot Hard Rock Songs chart, led by
“Wasted on You,” which bows at No. 12. It’s
followed by “The Game Is Over” (No. 13),
current single “Better Without You” (No. 15)
and “Use My Voice” (No. 17). The group’s
four simultaneous entries mark the most by
a woman or female-led band since the chart
began in June 2020.
“Better Without You” also lifts 35-33 on
the Mainstream Rock Airplay chart. The
song is the second entry from the new LP,
after “Use My Voice” hit No. 17 in November.

Evanescence
Scores Second
Hard Rock Albums
No. 1 With ‘The
Foo Fighters Land
Bitter Truth’
Milestone 10th
Mainstream Rock
BY KEVIN RUTHERFORD
or the second time, EvanesAirplay No. 1 With
cence is No. 1 on Billboard’s Hard
Rock Albums chart.
‘Waiting on a War’

F

The Bitter Truth, the Amy Leeled band’s first LP of all-new material in
nearly a decade, debuts atop the list dated
April 10 with 29,000 equivalent album units
(26,000 in album sales) earned in the March
25-April 1 tracking week, according to MRC
Data.
Evanescence previously ruled Hard Rock
Albums (which began in 2007) with its selftitled effort for three weeks beginning in
October 2011.
The Bitter Truth also starts at No. 2 on
the Top Rock Albums and Alternative
Albums charts. The band had last appeared
on both lists with a new release in 2017 with
the No. 1 Synthesis, which featured new
material as well as orchestral reworkings of
some of the act’s song. The group has earned
three leaders on Top Rock Albums (The
Open Door, 2006; Evanescence; and Synthesis) and two on Alternative Albums (Evanescence, Synthesis).
The new set is the top-selling rock album
of the week, as it opens at No. 3 on Top
Album Sales, below titles by Carrie Underwood and NF. Each of Evanescence’s five
studio albums has reached the Top Album

BY KEVIN RUTHERFORD

F

oo Fighters earn their 10th No. 1
on Billboard’s Mainstream Rock
Airplay chart, as “Waiting on a
War” rises 2-1 on the tally dated

April 10.
The Dave Grohl-led rockers join a club of
just eight other acts in the chart’s 40-year
history to score at least 10 rulers, and the
second in 2021, following Five Finger
Death Punch, which reached the milestone
in February with “Living the Dream.”
Foo Fighters first led Mainstream Rock
Airplay in 2005, after appearing on the list
for over 10 years, when “Best of You,” their
ninth top 10, hit No. 1 that July.
Most No. 1s, Mainstream Rock Airplay
16, Shinedown
15, Three Days Grace
13, Van Halen
11, Godsmack
10, Disturbed
10, Five Finger Death Punch
10, Foo Fighters
10, Metallica

10, Tom Petty (solo and with the Heartbreakers)
“War” is Foo Fighters’ second No. 1 this
decade, following “Shame Shame,” which
began a six-week command in December.
Grohl has also topped Mainstream Rock
Airplay as the drummer of Nirvana; “You
Know You’re Right” led for four weeks in
2002.
“War” concurrently crowns the all-rockformat, audience-based Rock & Alternative Airplay chart for a fourth week, with
6.8 million audience impressions, up 10%,
according to MRC Data. The song also hits
a new No. 3 best on Adult Alternative
Airplay and rebounds 10-9 on Alternative
Airplay with a new weekly high in plays,
after reaching No. 8.
Medicine at Midnight, Foo Fighters’ 10th
studio album that includes both “War” and
“Shame,” debuted at No. 1 on Billboard’s
Top Rock Albums, Alternative Albums and
Hard Rock Albums charts dated Feb. 20
and has earned 130,000 equivalent album
units to date.

Anabel Englund &
MK’s ‘Underwater’
Cruises to No. 1 on
Dance/Mix Show
Airplay Chart
BY GORDON MURRAY

A

nabel Englund and MK (aka
Marc Kinchen) vault from No.
11 to No. 1 on Billboard’s Dance/
Mix Show Airplay chart (dated
April 10) with “Underwater.” It’s Englund’s
second topper, following “Picture Us” last
October, and MK’s first.
“’Underwater’ is a song that encapsulates
my complete essence,” Englund tells Billboard. “So, to know that listeners are taking
me in through their ears and hearts all
over the country to the point where it has
reached No. 1 makes me so elated. Thank
you, USA, ilysm!”
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The track, which sports remixes from
Dombresky, Nightlapse and Redfield, among
others, earns a share of the record for the
biggest leap to No. 1 dating to the chart’s
August 2003 inception. It joins Lady Gaga’s
“Poker Face” (2009), Rihanna’s “We Found
Love,” featuring Calvin Harris (2011), and
David Guetta’s “Stay (Don’t Go Away),” featuring Raye (2019), all of which also soared
11-1.
“Underwater” gains thanks to notable
increases on core-dance stations, including
KMVQ-HD2 San Francisco (91 plays, up
from 76); Music Choice’s Dance/EDM channel (79, up from 72); and WZFL (Revolution
93.5) Miami (53, up from 31), according to
MRC Data. The Dance/Mix Show Airplay
chart measures radio airplay on a select
group of full-time dance stations, along with
plays during mix shows on nearly 80 top
40-formatted reporters.
Shifting to the multi-metric Hot Dance/
Electronic Songs chart, the Bee Gees’ ‘70s
classic “More Than a Woman” re-enters at
a new No. 7 high, its profile boosted thanks
to a surge of activity on TikTok. It’s the
group’s second top 10 on the chart (which
premiered in January 2013), after fellow ‘70s
disco anthem “Stayin’ Alive” (No. 6, last December, following the release of the group’s
HBO documentary How Can You Mend a
Broken Heart).
“Woman” earned 2.6 million on-demand
U.S. streams, up 50%, and sold 1,000 downloads, up 34%, in the week ending April 1.
Concurrently, the track soars 21-9 on Dance/
Electronic Streaming Songs. It re-enters at
No. 13 on Dance/Electronic Digital Song
Sales.
Further on Hot Dance/Electronic Songs,
producer ATB (aka, Andre Tanneberger),
Topic and A7S ascend 12-10 with “Your
Love (9PM).” The first top 10 for ATB and
the second each for Topic and A7S, “Love”
collected 1.8 million on-demand domestic
streams, up 19%, and sold 500 downloads,
up 121%, in the tracking week.
“Love” also lifts 10-7 on Dance/Mix
Show Airplay and bows at No. 18 on Dance/
Electronic Digital Song Sales. The track
reimagines ATB’s breakthrough “9PM (Till I
Come),” which reached No. 7 on Dance Club
Songs in 1999.

Elevation Worship
& Maverick City
Music’s ‘Jireh’
Debuts Atop Hot
Gospel Songs

AJR Earn First No.
1 on Alternative
Albums Chart
With ‘OK
Orchestra’

BY JIM ASKER

BY KEVIN RUTHERFORD

“J

ireh,” the team-up of Christian
worship music collective Elevation Worship and gospel cooperative Maverick City Music,
featuring Chandler Moore and Naomi Rain
(both of whom are members of Maverick
City Music), blasts in at No. 1 on Billboard’s
airplay-, sales- and streaming-based Hot
Gospel Songs chart and at No. 10 on Hot
Christian Songs (both dated April 10).
The song marks the first No. 1 for the
Atlanta-based Maverick City Music, among
its eight appearances. It’s the first Hot Gospel Songs entry for the Charlotte, N.C.-based
Elevation Worship, as well as for Moore and
Rain under their own names.
“Jireh” is the first song to arrive at the Hot
Gospel Songs summit since Kanye West’s
“Wash Us in the Blood,” featuring Travis
Scott, last July.
On Hot Christian Songs, “Jireh” awards
Elevation Worship its seventh top 10. The
outfit has scored one leader, “Graves Into
Gardens,” featuring Brandon Lake, for two
weeks in February. “Jireh” is the first Hot
Christian Songs top 10 for Maverick City,
Moore and Rain.
Released April 2, “Jireh” collected 2.1
million U.S. streams in its first week, ending
April 8, according to MRC Data. It moves directly into the penthouse on Gospel Streaming Songs and starts at No. 5 on Christian
Streaming Songs.
The song also sold 4,000 downloads in its
first frame and begins atop Christian Digital
Song Sales and Gospel Digital Song Sales.
“Jireh,” which Moore and Rain wrote,
is the lead track from Elevation Worship
and Maverick City Music’s collaborative
album Old Church Basement, due April 30.

A

JR achieve their second No.
1 on Billboard’s Top Rock Albums chart, and its first leader
on Alternative Albums, as OK
Orchestra debuts atop both lists dated April
10.
The set starts with 32,000 equivalent
album units earned (13,000 in album sales)
in the March 25-April 1 tracking period, according to MRC Data.
AJR last ruled Top Rock Albums
with Neotheater, which opened atop the
tally dated May 11, 2019. It also arrived at
No. 2 on Alternative Albums, the trio’s best
rank before OK Orchestra.
Concurrently, OK Orchestra marks AJR’s
second top 10 on the all-genre Billboard
200, debuting at No. 10; Neotheater began
and peaked at No. 8.
Five songs from the new release dot
the Hot Rock & Alternative Songs chart,
led by current single “Way Less Sad,” which
breaks into the top 10 for the first time
(11-10). “3 O’Clock Things” debuts at No.
28, “Bummerland” re-enters at No. 38, after
reaching No. 32, and “World’s Smallest Violin” and “OK Overture” enter at Nos. 43 and
44, respectively. The album’s lead single,
“Bang!,” peaked at No. 2 in November.
“Bang!” previously became AJR’s first
Billboard Hot 100 top 10, rising to No. 8 in
January. It also crowned Adult Pop Airplay
and hit Nos. 2 and 6 on Alternative Airplay
and Pop Airplay, respectively. “Bummerland” reached No. 23 Alternative Airplay in
January, while “Way Less Sad” reaches new
respective highs of Nos. 10, 19 and 30 on
the latest Alternative Airplay, Adult Pop
Airplay and Pop Airplay surveys.
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IU Dominates
Banda Los
Billboard K-Pop
Recoditos Claims
100 With 7 Top 10s 18th Regional
Mexican Airplay
BY MINHYEONG LEE
U’s “Lilac” rules the Billboard K-Pop
Top 10 With ‘Ponle
100 chart (dated April 10), becoming
the K-pop queen’s fifth leader on the
Que Sí’

I

list.
The song from her latest EP, released
on March 25, ranks at No. 1 with the most
streams and downloads in the tracking week
ending April 1st after debuting at No. 36 last
week based only on a single day of tracking.
Upon the track’s rise to the top, IU dominates the chart with seven top 10s this week,
breaking the last year’s record of five hits by
BTS on the chart dated Feb. 29 and setting
the new record high for the most simultaneous top 10s.
Pre-released on Jan. 27, “Celebrity” manages to hold its spot at No. 2 after staying
atop for seven weeks. Other tracks including
“Coin,” “Hi Spring Bye” and “Flu” are ranked
at No. 4, 5 and 6 respectively, while “Troll”
and “My Sea” are nested at No. 9 and 10.
The rest of the top 10 spots are filled by
Brave Girls, BTS and Rose. Brave Girls’ “Rollin’” falls to No. 3 after leading the chart for
the past two weeks, while BTS’s “Dynamite”
takes No. 7 followed by Rose’s “On The
Ground” at No. 8.
As IU adds six new top 10s this week, she
has reached her career record of 14, surpassing BTS’ Suga’s record of ten for the most
top 10 hits.
Her triumph does not stop here; “Not
Spring, Love, or Cherry Blossoms” re-enters
the chart, making it her 19th track on the
list this week and breaking the record of the
most simultaneous entries, which she held
with 18 total tracks in the previous week.
The Billboard K-Pop 100 measures multimetric consumption including streaming,
digital sales, radio and television data to
present the most popular K-Pop songs in
South Korea every week.
This article originally appeared on Billboard Korea.

BY PAMELA BUSTIOS

B

anda Los Recoditos adds
another top 10 to its collection
on Billboard’s Regional Mexican
Airplay chart with “Ponle Que

Sí.”
As “Ponle Que Sí” lifts 13-10 (list dated
April 10), the band scores its fourth straight
top 10 and adds its 18th total Regional Mexican Airplay top 10 over the history of the
chart, which began in 1985, a merit it now
shares with Banda Carnaval. Los Tigres del
Norte continues at the top with a massive 44
career top 10s.
“Ponle” ascends with an 11% gain in audience impressions, to 3 million, earned in
the week ending April 4, according to MRC
Data, which also yields to a 37-34 jump on
the all-Latin format Latin Airplay chart.
“Ponle” follows “Para Que Me La Diste,”
with Grupo Codiciado (No. 4 peak, Nov 20).
The band’s first top 10 streak dates back to
“Ando Bien Pedo,” the 12-week leader in
2010.
In all, out of Banda Los Recodito’s 18 total
top 10s, five have hit No. 1.
“Ponle” was produced by Alfonso and
Joel Lizárraga and released Feb. 26 on El
Recodo/Fonovisa/UMLE.

Phil Wickham
Tops Christian
Airplay Chart
With ‘Battle
Belongs’

P

BY JIM ASKER

hil Wickham earns his second
No. 1 on Billboard’s Christian
Airplay chart as “Battle Belongs”
ascends to the top of the April
10-dated survey. In the airplay tracking
week ending April 4, it increased by 5% to
9.1 million audience impressions, according
to MRC Data.
Wickham wrote the track with Brian
Johnson.
“Before it was released, ‘Battle Belongs’
became my personal prayer of hope and
faith in the middle of a difficult season,”
Wickham tells Billboard, referring to the
COVID-19 pandemic. “It’s so incredible to
see how so many people, families and communities have taken it and made it their own
anthem. What an honor it is to use music to
point people to the hope that I have found
in Jesus.”
On Billboard’s multi-metric Hot Christian Songs list, “Battle Belongs,” pushes
3-2 for a new high. It drew 1.7 million U.S.
streams and sold 1,000 downloads in the
week ending April 1.
The 36-year-old San Diego native attained his first Christian Airplay leader in
2014 when “This Is Amazing Grace” ruled
for 10 frames starting that March. Of his 18
charted titles, he has banked six top 10s. His
third entry, “Safe,” became his first top 10,
peaking at No. 4 in 2010.
“Battle Belongs” follows Wickham’s “Great
Things,” which reached No. 7 last July.
Wickham’s new No. 1 is the lead single from
his album Hymn of Heaven, due June 25.
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Omer Fedi
Becomes Only
Producer With
Multiple No. 1 Hits
This Year
BY XANDER ZELLNER

O

mer Fedi hits No. 1 on Billboard’s
Hot 100 Producers chart, leading for the first time thanks to
three production credits on the
latest Billboard Hot 100 (dated April 10),
including this week’s No. 1 song.
Lil Nas X’s “Montero (Call Me by Your
Name),” which Fedi co-produced with Roy
Lenzo and production duo Take a Daytrip, leads at No. 1 on the Hot 100, while
24kGoldn’s former eight-week leader
“Mood,” featuring Iann Dior, follows at
No. 9 (co-produced with Blake Slatkin and
K.Beazy) and The Kid Laroi’s “Without
You” places at a new No. 31 high (co-produced with Slatkin).
Fedi, 21, is the only producer with multiple
No. 1 hits in 2021, thanks to “Mood” (which
tallied its seventh and eighth weeks at No. 1
on Jan. 9 and 16) and now “Montero.”
The two hits also make Fedi one of nine
producers with multiple songs to rank in the
Hot 100’s top 10 so far this year. The full list:
Jon Bellion (Justin Bieber’s “Anyone,”
“Holy”)
Cardo on the Beat (Drake’s “Laugh Now, Cry
Later,” “Wants and Needs”)
Omer Fedi (24kGoldn’s “Mood”; Lil Nas X’s
“Montero [Call Me by Your Name]”)
G.Ry (“Laugh Now, Cry Later”; Lil Tjay’s
“Calling My Phone”)
Oscar Holter (The Weeknd’s “Blinding
Lights,” “Save Your Tears”)
Max Martin (“Blinding Lights,” “Save Your
Tears”)
Mr. Franks (Ariana Grande’s “34+35,” “Positions”; “Holy”)
TBHits (“34+35,” “Positions”; “Holy”)
The Weeknd (“Blinding Lights,” “Save Your
Tears”)

Fedi concurrently places at No. 3 on the
Hot 100 Songwriters chart, a new peak, as
he is also credited as a co-writer on “Montero,” “Mood” and “Without You.” He’s also
the only person with multiple No. 1 hits as a
songwriter this year.
The weekly Hot 100 Songwriters and
Hot 100 Producers charts are based on total
points accrued by a songwriter and producer, respectively, for each attributed song that
appears on the Hot 100; plus, genre-based
songwriter and producer charts follow the
same methodology based on corresponding
“Hot”-named genre charts. As with Billboard’s yearly recaps, multiple writers or
producers split points for each song equally
(and the dividing of points will lead to occasional ties on rankings).

I’m so grateful to have another record that
resonates with so many people, especially in
a time like this. ‘Speak to Me’ is special, so
thank you to my team and thank you to all
of my supporters. And last but definitely not
least, thank you God.”
“Speak to Me” was co-written by Johntá
Austin, Jeremy Hicks and Troy Taylor. It
samples gospel icon Donnie McClurkin’s
1996 single “Speak to My Heart.”
Hawthorne, who was a finalist on the
eighth season of NBC’s The Voice in 2015,
has charted another Gospel Airplay entry, as
“Unstoppable” reached No. 5 in June 2019,
in between her two No. 1s.

Carrie Underwood
Lands Fifth No.
Koryn Hawthorne
1 on Billboard’s
Scores Second
Top Album Sales
Gospel Airplay
Chart With ‘My
No. 1 With ‘Speak
Savior’
to Me’
BY KEITH CAULFIELD
BY JIM ASKER

K

oryn Hawthorne achieves her
second No. 1 on Billboard’s Gospel Airplay chart, as “Speak to
Me” tops the tally dated April 10.
In the week ending April 4, the single gained
by 6% in plays, according to MRC Data.
The coronation follows the song’s
19-week reign on the airplay-, sales- and
streaming-based Hot Gospel Songs chart,
where it first led in November.
“Won’t He Do It,” the 23-year-old’s debut
single, ruled Gospel Airplay for 19 weeks
starting in April 2018. It dominated Hot
Gospel Songs for 41 weeks beginning in
March 2018, the chart’s longest command by
a female artist.
“Wow, honestly after coming from such a
huge record like ‘Won’t He Do It,’ releasing
new music was super-scary for me,” Hawthorne tells Billboard. “I was afraid people
would only connect to the one song, but

C

arrie Underwood achieves her
fifth No. 1 on Billboard’s Top
Album Sales chart, as My Savior opens at No. 1 (chart dated

April 10).
My Savior was released on March 26 via
Capitol Nashville/Universal Music Group
Nashville and sold 68,000 copies in the U.S.
in the week ending April 4 – the secondbiggest sales week of 2021, and the largest
for an album by a female artist this year. The
year’s only larger sales week was registered
by the debut frame of Morgan Wallen’s Dangerous: The Double Album (74,000 copies;
chart dated Jan. 23).
Billboard’s Top Album Sales chart ranks
the top-selling albums of the week based
only on traditional album sales. The chart’s
history dates back to May 25, 1991, the first
week Billboard began tabulating charts with
electronically monitored piece count information from SoundScan, now MRC Data.
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Pure album sales were the measurement
solely utilized by the Billboard 200 albums chart through the list dated Dec. 6,
2014, after which that chart switched to a
methodology that blends album sales with
track equivalent album units and streaming
equivalent album units. For all chart news,
follow @billboard and @billboardcharts on
both Twitter and Instagram.
Of My Savior’s debut sales of 68,000,
physical album sales comprise 43,000 of
that figure (all in CDs) while digital album
sales comprise 25,000. The CD was a strong
performer with Internet and mail-order
sellers (like Amazon) and mass merchants
(Target, Walmart, etc.). Unlike a number of
albums that have posted sturdy debut-week
sales figures in recent times, My Savior’s
first-week did not benefit from the availability of a vinyl LP. Instead, its vinyl edition
will be released on April 30.
My Savior also debuts at No. 1 on the Top
Christian Albums and Top Country
Albums chart, and at No. 4 on the all-genre
Billboard 200. It’s her second No. 1 on Top
Christian Albums, following last year’s My
Gift (her first Christmas record) and her
ninth consecutive leader on Top Country Albums (the entirety of her charting
albums). Underwood leads a busy top 10 on
Top Album Sales, as its one of six albums
that debut in the region.
NF’s Clouds (The Mixtape) bows at No. 2
with 58,000 – the biggest sales week of 2021
for an R&B/hip-hop album. Clouds’ sales
were aided by a signed CD edition that was
sold via NF’s official webstore.
Evanescence’s The Bitter Truth launches
at No. 3 on Top Album Sales with 26,000
copies sold – and is the week’s top-selling
rock album. The Bitter Truth also bows at
No. 1 on Tastemaker Albums, which ranks
the top-selling albums of the week at independent and small chain record stores. The
set sold 6,000 copies through those retailers
across all formats (CD and vinyl LP).
AJR’s OK Orchestra starts at No. 4 on Top
Album Sales with 13,000 sold, while Justin
Bieber’s Justice falls 2-5 in its second week
with 10,000 sold (down 68%).
Neil Young’s live album Young Shakespeare debuts at No. 6 on Top Album Sales
with nearly 10,000 copies sold. The set

captures a Jan. 22, 1971 performance at The
Shakespeare Theater in Stratford, Conn.,
and was not publicly available until this
release. Young Shakespeare sold 5,000 copies on vinyl, enabling its No. 3 debut on the
Vinyl Albums sales chart.
Lana Del Rey’s Chemtrails Over the
Country Club falls 1-7 in its second week
with 9,000 sold (down 84%), Taylor Swift’s
former leader Folklore dips 6-8 with 6,500
(down 33%) and Billie Eilish’s previous
No. 1 When We All Fall Asleep Where Do We
Go? is a non-mover at No. 9 with a little over
6,000 (down 16%).
Closing out the top 10 is the self-titled
debut from Smith/Kotzen – rock veterans
Adrian Smith and Richie Kotzen. The set
starts with 6,000 sold.

Pharrell Williams
Wants Federal
Probe Into Police
Shooting of
Cousin
BY ASSOCIATED PRESS

G

rammy award-winning musician
Pharrell Williams has called for
a federal investigation into the
fatal police shooting of his cousin
along the Virginia coast. Williams made the
call in an Instagram post on Monday after
attending his cousin’s funeral in Virginia
Beach, where Williams grew up.
“I had to speak at my cousin’s funeral, and
was choked up with emotions,” he wrote on
the social media post. “Too many unanswered City and State questions. Respectfully, I am calling for a Federal investigation. I
also humbly ask that you all keep the family
in prayer.”
An email to the U.S. Attorney’s Office for
the Eastern District of Virginia was not immediately returned. Donovon Lynch, 25, was
killed in the early morning hours of March
27 along the city’s popular oceanfront strip
of hotels and restaurants shortly after two

other nearby shootings unleashed chaos. Police said Lynch, a Black man, had a handgun
and that it was recovered from the scene.
But the officer’s body camera had not
been activated. The officer who killed Lynch
is also Black. The city’s police department
recently turned over the investigation into
Lynch’s death to the Virginia State Police.
Lynch lived in Virginia Beach. He was
an offensive lineman for the University of
Virginia’s College at Wise during the 2017
and 2018 seasons and a 2019 graduate of the
school.
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A WEEKLY NATIONAL
MUSIC CONSUMPTION REPORT
Source:

WEEKLY UNIT COUNT
Total
Streams

Audio
On-Demand

Video
On-Demand

Album
Sales

Digital
Album Sales

Digital
Tracks

Albums Consumption
Units

This
Week*

22,055,157,000

19,138,603,000

2,916,554,000

2,067,000

540,000

4,078,000

16,404,000

Last
Week

21,768,737,000

18,894,537,000

2,874,201,000

2,082,000

516,000

3,927,000

16,222,000

Change

1.3%

1.3%

1.5%

-0.7%

4.7%

3.9%

1.1%

This Week
Last Year

18,084,300,000

15,025,122,000

3,059,178,000

1,474,000

814,000

5,029,000

12,755,000

Change

22.0%

27.4%

-4.7%

40.3%

-33.6%

-18.9%

28.6%

*All data measures U.S. activity as of the week ending April 1, 2021. All units counts are rounded to the nearest thousand.

2021

2020

Change

Total On-Demand
Streams

270,367,844,000

250,890,360,000

7.8%

Audio On-Demand
Streams

234,469,995,000

Digital Track Sales

49,827,000

Albums
Consumption Units

44m

24,810,000
200,248,000

207,020,085,000
62,527,000
24,564,000
180,133,000

13.3%
-20.3%
1.0%
11.2%

41,491,000

Album Sales

YEAR TO DATE
TRACK SALES BY AGE

34,767,000

YEAR TO DATE

40m
36m
32m
28m

24m

CD Sales

9,071,000

10,785,000

-15.9%

Vinyl Sales

9,221,000

5,273,000

74.9%

Digital Sales

6,421,000

8,409,000

-23.6%

Other Sales

97,000

97,000

0.4%

Track Equivalent

4,983,000

6,253,000

-20.3%

Audio On-Demand
Equivalent

170,455,000

149,317,000

14.2%

Album consumption units — also known as albums plus TEA plus SEA — consists of album sales; track-equivalent album (TEA)
sales whereby 10 tracks equal one consumption unit; and stream equivalent albums (SEA) whereby 1,250 paid and/or 3,750
ad-supported audio on-demand streams (OAD) equal one consumption unit.

2021

20m
16m
12m

Catalog

Change

21,036,000

2020

15,060,000

2021

Current

ALBUM CONSUMPTION UNITS BY FORMAT

8m
4m

2020

 -28.4%

2021

2020

 -16.2%

0
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SONGWRITERS & PRODUCERS

DATA FOR WEEK OF 04.10.2021

HOT 100 SONGWRITERSTM


#1

1

1 WK

2

LIL DURK

3

OMER FEDI

4

DRAKE



ROD WAVE





5


TNTXD 

6

DABABY

TIE

7

DAN NIGRO

TIE

7

OLIVIA RODRIGO







9

LIL BABY

10

POOH SHIESTY



11

DAVE BAYLEY

12

TAYLOR SWIFT





CHRISTOPHER PEARSON

TIE

17

BELLY

TIE

17

DAHEALA

TIE

17

MAX MARTIN

TIE

17

OSCAR HOLTER

TIE

17

THE WEEKND

22

MEGAN THEE STALLION

TIE

23

BILLIE EILISH

TIE

23

FINNEAS

TIE

25

DAVID BIRAL

TIE

25

DENZEL BAPTISTE

TIE

25

LIL NAS X

TIE

25

ROY LENZO

TIE









TAYLOR SWIFT



CHRIS STAPLETON
LUKE COMBS

5

COREY CROWDER

6
7

ERNEST KEITH SMITH

8

JESSE FRASURE

9

TYLER HUBBARD

10

JOSH OSBORNE



TIE

ROD WAVE

3

DRAKE

4

TNTXD






5

POOH SHIESTY

6

LIL BABY








15

DAMN E

16

AARON DESSNER

17

HARV



MAX MARTIN

TIE

20

OSCAR HOLTER

TIE

20

THE WEEKND

TIE

23







20







23


BRUNO MARS 
D’MILE 

25

TRAVIS BARKER



8

TYRON HAPI

CHRISTOPHER PEARSON





GIVEON

ANDERSON .PAAK

TIE

2

BRODY BROWN

TIE

2

BRUNO MARS

TIE

2

D’MILE

6

SEVN THOMAS

7

MOOSKI

TIE

7

WOODPECKER

TIE

9

DRAKE

TIE

9

NATE RHOADS

TIE

9

YUNG BLEU



















#1



JOEY MOI

48 WKS

3


JAY JOYCE 

4

ZACH CROWELL

5

SCOTT MOFFATT

6

COREY CROWDER

7

ALEX KLINE

TIE

8

CHRIS STAPLETON

TIE

8

DAVE COBB

10

TAYLOR SWIFT

DANN HUFF














R&B/HIP-HOP PRODUCERSTM


#1

YC

5 WKS

2

TNTXD





3

PLUTOBRAZY

4

IAMTASH





5

D.A. GOT THAT DOPE

6

TYRON HAPI



7

SUPAH MARIO

8

NATE RHOADS

9

DAMN E

TIE

10

HARV

TIE

10

SHNDO





#1





NATE RHOADS

7 WKS



2

HARV

TIE

2

SHNDO

TIE

4

BRUNO MARS

TIE

4

D’MILE

6

BLAQ TUXEDO

7

WOODPECKER

TIE










8



SEVN THOMAS 

9



MANEESH BIDAYE

10

DZL








R&B PRODUCERSTM
1

2



COUNTRY PRODUCERSTM



10



TIE

TIE

NATE RHOADS

TIE





MASKED WOLF







BLAKE HARNAGE









13

1

MANEESH BIDAYE

#1



14

1



7

3 WKS

TYRON HAPI

JAY JOYCE



R&B SONGWRITERSTM

AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY



8

1

D.A. GOT THAT DOPE

SHNDO






MIKE HENDERSON 

LIL DURK

7

2

3

2





8



4



IAMTASH



ASHLEY GORLEY

#1

6



17

TIE

2

1 WK

PLUTOBRAZY

19

TIE



R&B/HIP-HOP SONGWRITERSTM

TIE

APR.
10
2021



COUNTRY SONGWRITERSTM

1

5

FINNEAS

TYRON HAPI



TNTXD

ZACH CROWELL

16

#1

YC

11

14

3 WKS

3
4

12

TIE

1










OMER FEDI

DANN HUFF

MASKED WOLF



DAN NIGRO

SUPAH MARIO

MANEESH BIDAYE



2

9

13



1 WK

10

14





#1

1



TIE



HOT 100 PRODUCERSTM



The top songwriters and producers on the Billboard Hot 100 and selective genre songs chart that utilize the Hot 100 formula (blending streaming, airplay and download sales data) for the charts dated April 10, 2021. Rankings are based on
accumulated weekly points for all charted songs — on the specified chart for the week — on which a songwriter or producer is credited. If a song is written or produced by more than one person, points are divided equally among all credited parties.
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DATA FOR WEEK OF 04.10.2021

RAP SONGWRITERSTM


#1

1

1 WK

2

TNTXD






3

POOH SHIESTY

TIE

4

MASKED WOLF

TIE

4

TYRON HAPI

6

CHRISTOPHER PEARSON

7

LIL DURK

8

DRAKE

9

LIL BABY

10

EVRGRN









RAP PRODUCERSTM



ROD WAVE


#1
43 WKS
#1



1

TIE

1

TIE

3

ANTON RUNDBERG

TIE

3

JAMES BELL

TIE

3

JULIA KARLSSON

TIE

3

TIESTO

TIE

7

BROCK KORSAN

TIE

7

CARDO ON THE BEAT

TIE

7

DAVEON JACKSON

TIE

7

TIE

7

TIE

7

TIE

7

43 WKS

FALLEN

SAINT JHN








LATIN SONGWRITERSTM
1


59 WKS

BAD BUNNY





2

TAINY

3

EDGAR BARRERA

4

KAROL G

5

MORA

6

OVY ON THE DRUMS

TIE

7

JHAY CORTEZ

TIE

7

NYDIA LANER

9

MYKE TOWERS

10

HAZE














ROCK & ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
1

AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

APR.
10
2021



#1

5 WKS

STEVIE NICKS

2

DAVE BAYLEY



3

FINNEAS

4

BILLIE EILISH







5

OMER FEDI

6

BLAKE SLATKIN



7

TAYLOR SWIFT

AARON DESSNER

9

24KGOLDN

10

BLACKBEAR








MASKED WOLF

TIE

4

TYRON HAPI

6

CHRISTOPHER PEARSON

7

LIL DURK

8

DRAKE

9

LIL BABY

10

EVRGRN













DANCE/ELECTRONIC PRODUCERSTM


#1

HVME

8 WKS

2

FALLEN








3

SURF MESA

TIE

4

HIGHTOWER

TIE

4

TIESTO

TIE

6

BLOODPOP

TIE

6

BURNS

8

JOEL CORRY

9

RITON

10

STUDIO KILLERS












LATIN PRODUCERSTM


#1

TAINY

74 WKS





2

OVY ON THE DRUMS

3

MORA

4

SKY ROMPIENDO

5

SANTANA THE GOLDEN BOY

6

ALBERT HYPE





7

SUBELO NEO
MAG

9

MANUEL LARA

10

EDGAR BARRERA







8







ROCK & ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM
1



#1

10 WKS

FINNEAS



2

OMER FEDI

3

TRAVIS BARKER

4

BLAKE SLATKIN



6



RYAN METZGER 
DAVE BAYLEY 

5



8







POOH SHIESTY

1





ROD WAVE

3




KENDRICK LAMAR 
KEVIN GOMRINGER 
TIM GOMRINGER 
TRAVIS SCOTT 

#1

TNTXD

1





2
4



DANCE/ELECTRONIC SONGWRITERSTM

1 WK

TIE



TIE



#1

1

7

AARON DESSNER

8

KBEAZY

9

JOEL LITTLE

10

AL KOOPER
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ALTERNATIVE SONGWRITERSTM
1



#1

3 WKS



DAVE BAYLEY

2

FINNEAS





3

BILLIE EILISH

4

BLAKE SLATKIN

TIE

4

OMER FEDI

6

TAYLOR SWIFT

7

AARON DESSNER

8

BLACKBEAR

9

MACHINE GUN KELLY

10

24KGOLDN

TIE





TIE











HARD ROCK SONGWRITERSTM
1


#1
1 WK
#1
1 WK

4

JACOBY SHADDIX

TIE

5

DAVE BUCKNER

TIE

5

JERRY HORTON JR.

TIE

5

TIE

8

TIE

8

TIE

8

TIE

8

1

TIE

1

TIE

#1

1 WK

DESMOND CHILD



JON BON JOVI



RICHIE SAMBORA





1

TIE

1


2 WKS
#1
2 WKS
#1




ETHAN HULSE
MICAH KUIPER

TIE

5

BRIAN JOHNSON

TIE

5

PHIL WICKHAM

7

JEFF SOJKA

8

PAUL DUNCAN

TIE

9

AJ PRUIS

TIE

9

MATTHEW WEST



AIRPLAY/STREAMING &
SALES DATA COMPILED BY

APR.
10
2021

TIE

1


#1
1 WK
#1

8

JOEL LITTLE

9

RYAN METZGER

10

JOE REINHART







STEVEN FURTICK



3

NAOMI RAINE

4

CHANDLER MOORE





BYRON LEWIS CAGE
JOKIA WILLIAMS

7

BRIAN COURTNEY WILSON

TIE

8

DONNIE MCCLURKIN

TIE

8

JOHNTA AUSTIN

TIE

8

TROY TAYLOR

TIE

8

TRYBISHOP













#1

JAY BAUMGARDNER

BRUCE FAIRBAIRN



7
TIE

8

FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH

TIE

8

KEVIN CHURKO

TIE

4


FOO FIGHTERS 



CHRISTIAN PRODUCERSTM
1



#1

23 WKS

PAUL MABURY

2

JONATHAN SMITH





3

JEFF SOJKA

4

MICAH KUIPER

5

DAVID GARCIA

6

AJ PRUIS

7

JASON INGRAM

8

CARRIE UNDERWOOD

9

CHRIS BROWN

10

TEDD T















GOSPEL PRODUCERSTM



5





2

1

6





1 WK

4







1

TIE



CHRIS BROWN





FINNEAS

TRAVIS BARKER


NICK RASKULINECZ 
JOEY MOI 
NICKELBACK 
GREG KURSTIN 
JOE BARRESI 



GOSPEL SONGWRITERSTM
1 WK

KBEAZY

10

PAUL MABURY

3

1

AARON DESSNER

7

6

LAUREN ASHLEY DAIGLE

4

TIE

6

3

3

CHRISTIAN SONGWRITERSTM
TIE

5

3

#1

13 WKS

HARD ROCK PRODUCERSTM




TOBIN ESPERANCE 
CHAD KROEGER 
DANIEL ADAIR 
MIKE KROEGER 
RYAN PEAKE 





BLAKE SLATKIN 
OMER FEDI 
DAVE BAYLEY 

1
2

TIE

TIE

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCERSTM



#1

8 WKS



KYLE LEE

2

TONY BROWN





3

JONATHAN JAY

TIE

4

CHRIS BROWN

TIE

4

JASON INGRAM

TIE

4

STEVEN FURTICK

TIE

7

JOHNTA AUSTIN

TIE

7

TROY TAYLOR

TIE

7

TRYBISHOP

10

KENNETH LEONARD, JR.














